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LMI

Executive Summary

CONSOLII)ATING DoD HOUSING
AND ALLOWANCE DATA COLLECTION

The Department of Defense collects an enormous amount of data on housing for

its Service personnel, and the complex and dynamic system of data collection often
leads to overlapping effort. We reviewed the Services' data collection processes to see

whether they could be consolidated into a single uniform effort.

Data on Service members' housing costs are collected for four primary purposes:

to determine the eligibility for basic allowance for quarters payments; to determine

the eligibility for, and amount of, variable housing allowances or overseas housing
allowance payments; to determine housing deficits at military installations; and to

calculate variable housing allowance ceilings for an installation.

We identified 14 different data collection forms now being used by DoD and the
Military Services. The information on those forms is required for the four major

purposes and clearly ox erlaps. It is collected from Service members several times; in

fact, the military spends more than 2 million manhours annually on filling out and
processing forms - just for housing and housing allowances.

We found that much of the data collected are redundant, some are unnecessary,

and some are readily available from other sources. Collecting the same data using

different methods and agents can result in inconsistent and erroneous analyses. The

Finance Office should be the primary sponsor of the form and the data. DoD could

realize additional savings by integrating the data collection process into a single

automated system.

We recommend that the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force

Management and Personnel) [OASD(FM&P)] and the Office of the Deputy Assistant

Secretary of Defense (Installations) [ODASD(I)] continue with their joint initiative to
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consolidate the data forms for allowance and housing transactions and community
housing information. We recommend that OASD(FM&P):

" Develop a two-part form, with Part I requesting the data required by the
Joint Uniform Military Pay System and Part H requesting the remaining
data elements needed for calculations not involving payments to Service
members.

" Prescribe a process whereby the data are consolidated for using agencies.

" Continue with the present system for a year while implementing the new
form.

We recommend that ODASD(I) investigate the potential for management or

service improvements at installation housing offices if raw data on Service member
housing in the community were provided in automated form. This recommendation
would improve housing management by facilitating the hcusiiag referral process,
reducing staff time associated with data collection, and ensuring that responses to
housing questions are both timely and accurate.
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CHAPTER 1

CURRENT PROCESS

BACKGROUND

Government-owned housing, Government-controlled housing, and private

housing in communities near military installations are the sources of living quarters

for military families. Enough Government housing is rarely available for all the

military families that need it, so the Government provides Service personnel with a

basic allowance for quarters (BAQ) to help offset the cost of renting or buying from

private sources. Because rent varies at different military locations, the Government

also provides a variable housing allowance (VHA) to alleviate location differentials.

[Outside the United States, this rent support is called the overseas housing allowance

(OHA).] Under current DoD policy, local communities are the preferred choice for

military housing. Only when housing is not available in the private sector will the

DoD consider building or leasing housing for military families.

A vast quantity of detailed information is required to support the decisions that

set allowance levels, that determine the actual allowances paid to a family, or that

justify building or leasing additional Government housing units. Housing data are

part of a complex and dynamic data collection process, and significant modifications

are now being made to that process.

The DoD has begun a consolidation of the entire Military Service finance

process (through which housing allowances are paid). The Army and Air Force are

currently testing a combined finance system, and the Military Services are studying

the structures of their housing procedures. At the same time, the Off"ce of the

Secretary of Defense Per Diem, Travel and Transportation Allowances Committee -

referred to as the Per Diem Committee - is revising the VHA calculation process,

and that revision will require more frequent data collection. As the result of these

concurrent activities, DoD became aware that the data collection processes often

overlap and tasked us to determine whether they could be consolidated to save time

and reduce paperwork.
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PURPOSE OF HOUSING DATA COLLECTION

Data are collected on Service member (SM) housing for four primary purposes:

to determine eligibility for BAQ payments; to determine eligibility for, and amount

of, VHA or OHA payments; to determine installation housing deficits; and to

calculate the appropriate VHA ceilings for an installation. These housing cost

scenarios are presented in Appendix A.

Personnel, Finance, and Housing are the three major staff agencies that

participate in the housing data collection process. (Throughout this report, when we
refer to any of those three functions, we use lower case, as in "a personnel issue";

where we refer to an agency or office, we use initial capitals, as in "a Finance Office.")

In addition, the OSD Per Diem Committee, which is responsible for determining

housing allowance rates, also participates in the processes. The activities of these

agencies are described in detail in Appendix A.

CUSTOMER SERVICE ACTION FLOW

In each Service, the actual flow of data collection activities differs slightly
because of different organizational relationships among the units to which the SMs

are assigned and the personnel, finance, and housing functions. However, the

general processes and procedures are similar enough that one scenario can be used for

all Services.

The SM and the major participants interact at a number of data collection

points. When the SM first arrives at an installation, data collection activity is heavy;

during the tour of duty, it is intermittent; and prior to departing for the next

assignment, information is collected to close out the SM record. In addition, all

participants generate their own actions for internal policy setting, auditing, or file

maintenance, and the SM must contribute to them.

DoD ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION FLOW

In the process of performing their regular customer service functions,

Personnel, Finance, and Housing Offices at each installation participate in large-

scale data collection. In this study, we examine their roles in the housing surveys
used to determine where housing acquisition funds might best be applied, and in the
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VHA/OHA surveys used to establish the maximum housing allowance rates for each

installation.

DATA COLLECTION FORMS USED

More than a dozen different forms are used to collect all these housing data, and

many of those forms are quite similar. The data overlap among the forms is

illustrated in the tabulation in Appendix B. The forms themselves are presented in

Appendix C.

Department of Defense Forms

Data collection forms used by more than one Service carry a DoD identifier (e.g.,
DD 114, Military Pay Ord-r). As the Service finance systems merge, more of the

forms used in the housing/finance interface will become DoD forms. At present,

however, the following housing forms are used:

S Variable Housing Allowance Data Collection Form. This VHA survey form
has never been assigned a form number, presumably because it changes
slightly from year to year even though it is validated with the survey's
report control symbol number. It is the mark-sense form on which the Per
Diem Committee's VHA survey is to be completed.1 Printed in two colors on
11- by 17-inch paper, it arrives folded to allow for a cover letter from the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower Policy and Programs)
and has three sides for mark-sense responses. The Census of SMs drawing
BAQ is conducted annually.

" VHA Verification Survey. After the initial VHA survey has been made,
1 percent of the respondents who are renters are selected for a verification
survey by the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC). This is a single-
sheet form printed for mark-sensing.

* DD 376, Housing Cost Data Sheet - Personal Uniformed Services Personnel.
This form is the OHA equivalent of the VHA survey form; however, it is not
machine-readable. It is filled out annually by all overseas BAQ recipients.
The Per Diem Committee is uncomfortable with the low response rate and is
moving away from the use of this form in favor of a census along the lines of
the VHA process.

* DD 2.V7, !ndividual OHA P-?nrt. Data collected on this form are used by
overseas Finance Offices to establish the OHA and recertify it annually.
Currently, the Per Diem Committee uses the data collected on the

IForms that require a "mark" (usually a dot) that is machine-readable (i.e., that a machine can
"sense") are known as "mark-sense" forms.
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DD 2367 form annually to establish the rent ceiling component of the OHA,
through data extracts from the Joint Uniform Military Pay System
(JUMPS) provided by the Services.

" DD 1376, Family Housing Questionnaire. This survey form is used to help
determine the military housing deficit. It is administered through the
installation Housing Office and records data on costs, location, size, and
condition of private housing occupied by SMs. Its principal virtues are its
clarity and the ease with which it can be completed. The survey form is
distributed annually to selected installations (except those of the Army)
when current deficit information is needed.

* DD 1746, Application for Assignment to Housing. This form is used by an
installation Housing Office to record an incoming SM's rank and number of
dependents; housing preferences in terms of size, cost, and location; and the
eventual settling into Government or private quarters. (In the Air Force,
this information would have been submitted from the previous duty station.)

* DD 1670, Notification of Housing Selection. This form (still in use only by
the Army) is a postcard and is intended to capture information for the
Housing Office about the SM's private residence. With the exception of
disciimLon coinplala Lb, the irifuruiaticn is supposed to be recorded on the
DD 1746 when the SM is transferred from the installation. In practice,
although SMs seldom return the cards, they never return to the Housing
Office to complete the DD 1746; thus, the DD 1670 is used because it, at
least, provides some data, however minimal.

" DD 114, Military Pay Order. This simple form (essentially a blank page with
header fields) is used by installations for many purposes; within the intent of
this study, it is used by a Finance Office to cause a change in pay for an SM
in a different Service. Thus, a Navy SM assigned to an Air Force
installation would have most financial transactions entered on a DD 114
that would then go to the Navy Finance Center for execution. Each Service
depends entirely on the desk clerk of the other Service to verify the source
documents and on the SM's honesty to fill out the form truthfully.

Army Forms

The Army uses the following forms, which may become obsolete in the next year

when the Army finance process is absorbed into the Air Force system.

* DA 5545, VHA Certification. This fAu.rir is used to collect the uata needed to
compute the correct VHA offset after the 60-day arrival period and after
annual recertification.

* DA 0-1, Housing Allowance Document and Certificate. This draft form was
developed by the Army in its first attempt to consolidate the housing and
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finance information collection procesb. Although it has been superseded in
the merger with the Air Force finance system, the form has some value as a
clear layout of most of the information required for housing allowance
purposes.

Air Force Forms

" AF594 (September 1984), Authorization to Start, Stop or Change BAQ, Rent
Plus, and/or VHA. The long title of this form indicates its wide range of
uses. It is also used as a supplement to the DD 2367 in collecting
information on SM dependents and SM certifications and recording
assignments to Government quarters. The Air Force has managed to
combine a great deal of information onto a single, well-laid-out form. It is,
however, slated for replacement by the AF 3502 and the new AF 594
discussed below.

" AF 3502, Authorization to Start, Stop or Change Variable Housing
Allowance. This form is used for the payment of VHA. It replaces the old
AF 594 in separating VHA from BAQ issues.

" AF 594 (new and undated), Application and Authorization to Start, Stop, or
Change Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAQ) or Dependency
Redetermination. This form replaces the older AF 594 in dealing with BAQ
issues; VHA data is collected on the new AF 3502. These forms highlight the
entire point of our study: each new form requires about as much information
as the old single form required!

* AF 987 (undated). This form is, at the time of writing, replacing the AF 987
card. This card provided space for the SM to record changes to rent or
dependents, reaccount for rent sharers (rent cost-shared with others), and
boxes to indicate no change from the previous BAQ/VHA report. It has been
revised to collect the information required for the payment of OHA.
Although the form is considerably longer, the real difference is in the use of
the entire reverse side of the form for instructions, Housing and Finance
Office certifications, and worksheets.

Navy Form

e VHA Certificate. This form is based on the standard layout required by
JUMPS docimentation; the form number is assigned locally by installation
finance activities, even though all use the same form. The top part is
identical to the Army's DA 5545 form; the bottom part provides a worksheet
space where the VHA offset can be computed properly. It is used for initial
assessment of VHA and annual recertification.
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U.S. Marine Corps Form

a Form 7200, Variable Housing Allowance Application. The first page of this
form contains instructions for completing the form and a worksheet for
determining the identity and number of residence sharers. The second page
is similar to other forms with the top part following the JUMPS layout,
while the lower part is devoted to SM and reviewer certifications.
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CHAPTER 2

CONSOLIDATION ALTERNATIVES

The consolidation of data collection forms and processes depends entirely on
how and by whom each form is to be used. After reviewing the data required by each

of the major functions to be supported by joint housing/finance data collection, we
were able to develop three major alternatives to the way in which data are now
collected (see Alternatives Considered).

PORTRAYAL OF THE PROBLEM

As described in Chapter 1, four major agencies (Personnel, Finance, and
Housing Offices at each installation, and the OSD Per Diem Committee) and the
individual SM are continuously involved in providing and collecting data. In
addition, the military staff chains of command, unit chains of command, DMDC, and
the Navy's Facilities Support Office (FACSO) become intensively involved from time
to time. All of these participants contribute to four major processes: allowance
processing, allowance certification, allowance ceiling determination, and housing

deficit projection.

The current housing data collection problem has two facets: the same data are
required by more than one activity, and extra time is required to process the same

transactions more than once. In Appendix A, we show how data elements overlap
from one form to another. In this chapter, we distill those data elements into the data
needed to make the necessary decisions. We conclude that much of the data are
needed to accomplish several functions simultaneously. That does not mean the data
must be collected and maintained separately. Collecting the same data more than

once invites error and results in inconsistent data and misleading analyses. We must
identify the agent responsible for collecting a data element and depend on that agent

to collect it accurately.

In addition to risking the introduction of errors, multiple collections of the same
data waste time, manpower, and resources without adding value to the process. The
remaining sections of this chapter describe the housing data used by each of the key
organizations, the structure and rationale for data collection consolidation
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alternatives, and the data elements considered necessary for each housing function.
In Appendix D, we show how consolidating data collection and processing can reduce
time and costs, particularly for the SM and the appropriate chain of command.

STRUCTURING THE ALTERNATIVES

In developing alternatives, we tried to devise data collection systems that
reduced the overall burden on all staff sections but particularly on the unit chain of
com"nw .d and the SM. In addition, we wanted to maximize the response rate and
accuracy of the data. Finally, we wanted to ensure that data were collected and
transferred electronically to the maximum extent in line with our desire to minimize
the amount of manpower required.

The burden can be reduced in three ways: by reducing the total volume of data
collected, by reducing the number of forms to be filled out, or by reducing the number

of offices initiating forms.

Reduction of Data Volume

All data-collection alternatives maximize the amount of information while
minimizing the number of questions and collect only data elements needed for the
stated purpose. Thus, where there were two ways to ask a question, we selected the
most specific; where a question was sometimes asked and sometimes not, we removed
it; and where information seemed to be readily available from other sources, we

omitted it.

Reduction of Forms

Although the procurement community states that the cost of setting up and
distributing forms is more a function of the volume of forms than the number of types,
we concluded that standardizing information onto DoD forms is preferable to using
separate forms for each Service. Using DoD forms reduces learning time as civilian
employees move from one Service to another and reduce- confusion as Service and
DoD staffs talk to each other.
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Reducing the number of forms that must be processed to take care of each SM's

housing needs provides immediate cost savings. Further, since all housing functions

can be captured on fewer forms, SM and staff time are saved.

The ultimate number of forms depends on the quantity and distribution of data
to be collected. Appendix C shows the forms currently in use; clearly, the more data
required by a form, the less attractive it is and the less likely it is to be completed. In
addition, the Per Diem Committee's mark-sense forms, while appealing, provide very
little data. An attempt to consolidate all the required data onto a single form would

create a very long instrument, again generating errors as a result of resistance to
filling it out. As an alternative, we should consider a main form with auxiliary forms

to handle special or completely isolated data.

A far-reaching solution would be the elimination of forms altogether, entering

all the data on computer terminals instead. Because DoD has difficulties in
acquiring certain types of computer equipment, this option is presented merely for

future consideration.

Reduction of Initiating Offices

Each participant in the military housing process has a legitimate role in data

collection. That does not mean that each needs to have its own parallel process. As
noted before, sound data management dictates that only one agent be responsible for

each data element. We can reduce data collection redundancy in one of three ways.

Firs+, wc can collect the data as part of a distributed data system in which it

could be retrieved or updated as needed. Second, data could be collected and verified
by various offices just as at present but using only one form per SM. Thus, once a
data element has been collected on the form and verified by the appropriate agency,

the SM with the form would move to the next office to provide the information
required there. Once the form is completed, copies would be distributed to all
interested parties. Third, all data could be collected through one office. That office
would be the one that needs the most elements, the one that has the best collection

capability, or the one through which the best response rate and accuracy could be

expected. In this alternative, the best solution would be for data to be collected
through the Finance Offices. Most of the necessary data elements already appear in
the JUMPS database, which provides the most comprehensive collection capability.
Because Finance deals in real money transactions, they must maintain an audit trail,
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part of which is on-site verification of all data regardless of the authentication by
other staff sections. Finally, if all the data collection activities could be consolidated,
then a single document would contain housing surveys and allowance applications.

SMs will have to complete the surveys in order to get paid. This would provide a
powerful incentive to maintain a complete data file. Such a motivational tool is not
available to the Personnel and Housing Offices.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

To solve the data collection problems, we developed three data collection and
distribution concepts as alternatives to the current procedure. The current process

and alternatives are depicted in Figure 2-1.

Parallel Independent Systems

In the existing process [see Figure 2-1 (a)], each of the three offices and the Per
Diem Committee collects its information independently of the others. As we have
already shown, this procedure creates a significant work overlap and places a large
and unnecessary burden on the SM, who is the single data source. Automation would
only make each system more efficient internally since the systems are not designed to

transfer data in or out. The advantages to the offices involved are that data are
collected in precisely the desired form and at the desired time. This assumes,
however, that the SM would provide accurate and timely data in response to the

many overlapping requests.

Distributed Data System

A distributed data system [see Figure 2-1 (b)] is the most modern approach to

data management. The data are collected at the point of generation and go into a
national or local data system; if not specifically shared, that system can at least be
accessed by other installation-level systems. Such a system could prompt the SM to
fill out the forms by providing all the needed data at a data entry terminal; the desk

clerk could inspect key items or could solicit the information from the SM and enter
it. The data could be shared by all interested parties while allowing it to be collected
at the most appropriate point. Although some Services are structured to implement
such a change easily, it could require significant hardware adjustments in other

Services. We present this approach here for reference and possible long-term
consideration but do not pursue it further in this study.
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FIG. 2-1. CURRENT AND ALTERNATIVE DATA COLLECTION PROCESSES
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Single System

A single system for collecting the data and assembling it into data files would

reduce the number of SM visits and provide a single coherent database, which could

provide extracts to interested parties as a matter of routine [see Figure 2-1 (c)]. To a

large degree, this role is currently played by the JUMPS. A single system should be

housed where the data are controlled best or needed most, and that place would

clearly be the finance channel. Because all entries must be substantiated by

supporting documentation, the SM must go to the Finance Office whether the data

has been recorded or not. In addition, the SM must provide data to the Finance Office

to get paid, a powerful incentive few can resist. Quality control is exercised by visual

inspection of SM documents, just as at present.

As it happens, the existing JUMPS contains most of the required information.

We envision a need to add only a few data elements: adding these elements would

cause an incremental increase in the Finance clerk's input load. (The effect of that
load is assessed in Chapter 3 and Appendix D.) Again, the clerk's workload could be

reduced if a terminal input process were used by the SM.

Single Form

The third alternative we considered is a continuation of the use of parallel

independent data systems, in order not to overload JUMPS with nonpay data, and a

reduction in the amount of paperwork required by adopting one standard form that

covers all needed actions [see Figure 2-1 (d)].

Using this approach, finance transactions would continue essentially as at

present. However, only one form would be used when an SM applies for an allowance.

That form would also include the necessary housing-related data. It would be divided

into a finance section and a housing section. The Finance Office would process its

part of the data into the JUMPS files; the second part of the form would be forwarded

from the Finance Office to a designated collection agency where it could be processed

into a master file. With such a process, rates and other information could be

computed as required, rather than being tied to a survey.

The necessary parts of this alternative are in place now. FACSO now receives

all the housing surveys from installation Housing Offices directly and has the

manpower and systems in place to key them into a computer system. The Per Diem
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Committee's contractor can accept machine-readable forms and convert them into
computer files with a very low incidence of error. The risk with the single-form
alternative is that no significant quality control is imposed over the non-pay section
of the form if the Finance Office abandons it. However, the current methods of
collecting data are equally risky, and statistical analysis of the data collected should
permit the rejection of spurious data.

Some of the agencies we contacted during this study have suggested an even
more streamlined approach whereby an entire mark-sense form would be completed
by the SM, certified, and transferred through the Finance office to a data processing
center. There, the forms would be scanned and converted to a complete data tape for
access by all using agencies including Finance. In our discussions with the Finance
community we were impressed with their insistence on a controlled data system and
we do not believe that they would accept data from a third party as a pay directive;

therefore, we did not pursue this variation further. However, the concept is
presented for reference as another approach that OSD may consider.

DATA ELEMENTS REQUIRED

For each alternative, we structured the data entry so that each data element
must be collected only once. To do that, we identified 30 data elements required for
all processes. The data elements we selected for the consolidated form are described
in Table 2-1. The specific format of the questions must be determined by the

capabilities of the alternative selected.

We have identified all of the data elements required to calculate the allowances

and housing deficits; in some cases, however, data may be required by law even
though it may not be needed for any calculation. Clearly in those cases, the data
must continue to be collected.

The OHA process poses a challenge because of unique data handling. For
instance, initial and terminal expenses are accounted for. Because of the wide
variations of housing conditions, we believe that those expenses should be collected
separately on a Move-In Housing Allowance (MIHA) form by each overseas station.
In addition, OHA requires the separate collection of purchase prices in order to
calculate an imputed rent for overseas homeowners. While accepting the OHA
rental-equivalency formula, we would expect that formula to be applied at the
Finance Office where the data are reviewed for correctness, thus again, allowing the
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TABLE 2-1

FINAL DATA ELEMENTS

Data element Content (if not self-evident)

Sponsor Data

Service Code to indicate one of seven Services (Army, Navy. Air Force, USMC.
USCG, NOAA, USPHS)

Component Active, Reserve or National Guard

Name Fill in blank (not for machine reading)
Pay grade Code to indicate officer, warrant, enlisted, or civilian; pay grade from 1 -

18 or highest GS or GM scale number desired

SSN Social Security Number

Duty zip code

BAQ type Code to indicate with or without dependents at full or partial rate

Sponsor Residence

Residence zip code

Residence city/country Code as needed by Per Diem Committee, OHA Branch

Household Data

Dependents reside with SM? Yes/No

Claim basis(# locations) Code to indicate single- or multiple-location BAQNVHA

Dependent address City/country or zip code, if not located with SM

Dependent child DOB List of children by DOB and gender

Dependent gender Lst of children by DOB and gender
Other dependents' COLA? Yes/no or number as required by JUMPS

Sharers Num ber with worksheet as found on current forms
Share SM SSN Social Security Number of SM rent sharer

House Data
In Government house, type? Code for family housing, transient quarters, bachelor housing

Government quarters number

House type Code for single-family, etc., as done on current forms

Bedrooms Number of bedrooms

Baths Number of full and half bathrooms

Acceptable? Code boxes, accommodate multiple reasons and overrides

Rent/own/no fee Code for rent, own, or occupy at no cost

Commute time Minutes

Cost Data

Currency Code for currency type if not U S. (will be same for all SMs at any given
overseas installation)

Total allowable expenses Monthly total of allowable costs

Utilities Monthly average total utility payment

Initial expenses

Terminal expenses

Control Data

Reviewer

Finance action Code for start, stop, change

Effective date
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single data element, Total allowable expenses, to be collected rather than burden the

system with an extra data element.

Finally, the OHA allows for multiple residences. For Finance Office purposes,

the data are combined to calculate a single payment, while the residences can form
two valid data points (one overseas, one in CONUS) for the Per Diem Committee.

In Table 2-2, we indicate the processes to which each data element contributes.
Those data elements being collected on current forms as a by-product of the routing

but not required for any housing action are designated with the code "U." Likewise,

data elements not currently available because of form structure are identified with
"S"; those needed and used today are marked "X." In establishing a new data
collection process, those "S" elements would be captured on the common data
collection form. No element was included on our final list if it was not a requirement
for at least one process. There are two new data elements. One is labeled "total
allowable expenses," which summarizes several previous data elements. The second

is "component", an element specifically requested by OASD(FM&P). A comparison
between the data elements we have identified and those on existing forms is made in
Appendix B. In Table 2-3, we list the elements that we omitted and explain why they

were discarded.
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TABLE 2-2

PROPOSED DATA AND USERS

Users

Data element DataHousing Finance
forms Office Office Per Diem Housing

actions actions Committee deficit

Sponsor Data

Service X X

Component X X

"'!me U U U U

Pay grade X X X X X

SSN x U x u u

Duty zip code X S X X S

RAQ type X X U

Sponsor Residence

Residence zip code X X X X X

Residence city/country X X X X X

Household Data

Dependents reside with SM? X X
Claim basis (# locations) X x

Dependent address X X S

Dependent child DOB X X U X

Dependent gender X X X

Other dependants' COLA? X X

Sharers X X X S

Share SM SSN X X

House Data

In Government house, type? X X X U S

Government quarters number X X U

House type X X X

Bedrooms X X X X

Baths X X x

Acceptable? X X S X

Rent/own/no fee X X J X X

Commute time X S X

Cost Data

Curreny X X X

Total allowable expenses X X X S X

Utilities x S U X

Control Data

Reviewer X X X

Finance action X X X

Effective date X X X

Total elements 31 19 23 20 16

Note: x = needed, used today, U = not needed but being collected, and S = needed but not being collected
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TABLE 2-3

OMITTED DATA ELEMENTS

Data element Reason for omission

Sponsor Data

Military/civilian? Picked up in definition of pay grade

Duty organization Not needed for any determinatons

Duty address Not needed for any deterrnnatons

Duty phone Not needed for any determ nar ons

Attache duty? Separate identification and d .o,-tng

Time on station Not needed for any determ, jt ,ins

Tour length Not needed for any deterr na: o.s

Previous address/phone Not needed for any determ nat ons

Date of rank Not needed for any detern nat ons
Time in Setvice Not needed for any determinations
Time left on active duty Not needed for any determnatons
Arrival date Used by Housing Office for wait ist, can be entered directly to wait list

Sponsor Residence

Residence overseas? Obtained from state/zip codes

Residence street Not needed for any determinations
Rent guarantee project # Not needed for any determinations

Landlord name Not needed for any determinations
Landlord address Not needed for any determinations

Landlord telephone Not needed for any determinations

Household Data
Have dependents? Picked up from dependent list

Involuntary Separation Not used for any determination

Geographic bachelor? Can be identified from dependent location zip
Marital status Picked up from dependent list

Dependent name Not needed for any determinations
Dependent landlord data Not needed for any determinations

Dependent relationship Not needed for any determinations

Dependent SSN Not needed for any determinations

Dependent cert date Not needed for any determinations
Dependents elsewhere Picked up from dependent location

Dependent residence Picked up from dependent location
overseas?

Sharer start date Not needed for any determinations

Share cost % Determined by number of sharers
Sharer name Can be cross-referenced to sharer SSN if needed

Share service Can be cross-referenced to sharer SSN if needed

Spouse duty station Can be cross-referenced to sharer SSN if needed
Marriage date Not needed for any determinations

Custody/child support Not needed for any determinations

House Data

Permanent home Not needed for any determnations
Prefer on/off base? Not needed for any determinations

Furnished? Not needed for any determinations
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TABLE 2-3

OMITTED DATA ELEMENTS (Continued)

Data element Reason for omission

House Data (Continued)

Commute distance Obtain from zip-to-zip cross-reference

Mobile home basis Not needed for any determinations

Housing office reversal Policy decision
Own, rentals unavailable Not needed for any determinations

Time in residence Not needed for any determinations

Dependent time in residence Not needed for any determinations

Lease expire date Not needed for any determinations

Discrimination? Not needed for any determinations

Cost Data

Rent frequency Eliminated by use of consistent data

Rent only amount Part of total allowable expenses determination

Finder fee amount Part of MIHA; Housing Office determines

Purchase price Needed for OHA rental equivalency determinations; handle through Finance
nstruCtions

Owner PITI Part of total allowable expenses determination

Dependents' PITI Part of total allowable expenses determination

Utilities in rent? Part of total allowable expenses determination
Electric Part of total utilities determination

Gas Part of total utilities determination

Oil Part of total utilities determination

Wood/coal Part of total utilities determination

Water/sewer Part of total utilities determination

Trash Part of total utilities determination

Maintenance monthly Part of total allowable expenses determination

Condominium fee Part of total allowable expenses determination

HOA fee Part of total allowable expenses determination

Insurance Part of total allowable expenses determination

Taxes Part of total allowable expenses determination
Mobile home lot fee Part of total allowable expenses determination

Has rent changed? Part of total allowable expenses determination

Control Data

Commander inappropriate Commander has no knowledge of facts, and they must be
reverified anyway.

BAQ Already in SM JUMPS file

Ii Already in SM JUMPS file

VHA cap Already in SM JUMPS file

Offset Already in SM JUMPS file

Reason for change Not needed

SM certifications Not needed SM is under fraud risk anyway Certifications just take up space
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CHAPTER 3

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The information required to support the four housing-related processes clearly

overlaps. In the past, that information has been collected from the SM several times,

at least once by each agency involved. Such practices evolved from the time of

manual record keeping, when interactivity of information was impossible. They also

evolved from a time when the Government was considered the primary source of

housing for a much smaller career military force. Such antiquated administrative

techniques waste the SM's time and create redundant paperwork.

COST CONCLUSIONS

Table 3-1 presents the total costs of each system and the potential savings to be

realized by replacing the current system. Clearly, significant cost savings can be

realized from either of the alternatives presented. While this analysis incorporates

some assumptions, we believe it results in a streamlined consolidated housing data

collection system that would be significantly better than the current dispersed data

collection system. Detailed calculations are displayed in Tables D-5, D-6, and D-7 in

Appendix D.

TABLE 3-1

TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS

Alternative Cost ($000) Savings ($000)

Current system 33,434 -

Single system 18,749 14,685

Single form 20,430 13,004

Additional savings of $1.6 million can be achieved by going to a single system.

If JUMPS were selected as the single system, revisions would not be excessive

because it is under extensive revision now.
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Our estimates assume that the time of the SM and the chain of command is a
valuable asset. This assumption is a very significant factor in our calculation. In
Table 3-2, we show a comparison of the alternatives when no value is assigned to that

time.

TABLE 3-2

TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS

(Not counting SM and chain-of-command time)

Alternative Cost ($000) Savings ($000)

Current system 6,324 -

Single system 4,067 2,257

Single form 5,748 576

This approach, which essentially considers only the savings within the staff

agencies, shows that the single form alternative offers significant savings over the

current system; the single-system alternative offers even greater savings. While we

reject the idea that a time demand on the SM is irrelevant, these data portray the

effect on appropriated funds covered by these alternatives. The savings in Table 3-1

include savings in opportunity costs - essentially, in time wasted. The figures in

Table 3-2, however, indicate the actual savings in new hires of staff personnel needed

to support the alternatives. Thus, Table 3-2 should not be disregarded: it reinforces

our conclusion that data processing within a single system is preferable to multiple

points of data handling.

MANPOWER CONCLUSIONS

The key conclusion from our estimates of the manpower requirements of the

alternatives is that more than 80 percent of the administrative burden falls on the

SM and the chain of command. More than 2 million man-hours are spent by SMs and

the chains of command each year in filling out forms - for just the housing and

housing allowances segments. Clearly, any significant reduction in that

administrative burden releases that much more time for the SM to perform assigned

duties. Table 3-3 presents the total time requirements of each of the alternatives by

participant; again, detailed calculations are shown in Appendix D.
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TABLE 3-3

TOTAL TIME REQUIREMENTS

(Labor hours)

Participant Current system Single system Single form

Personnel staff 106,230 6,854 68,535

Finance staff 304,125 485,744 482,317

Housing staff 102,803 22,274 22,274

Chain of command 282,708 46,261 46,261

Service member 2,571,786 1,519,770 1519,770

Total 3,367,652 2,080,902 2,139,157

We draw three major conclusions from the data summarized in Table 3-3. First.

both alternatives offer almost a 50 percent reduction in the combined demands on the

SM and the chain of command.

The second conclusion is that in either case, the responsibility for much of the
staff work has been shifted from the Personnel and Housing Offices into the Finance

Office. The bulk of the additional Finance Office man-hours can be made up in part

by shifting manpower spaces, but that would require new hires because the Housing
and Personnel Specialists would not be trained in finance functions. The remainder

of the increased effort could be absorbed through productivity improvements in the

finance system. One way to increase productivity would be to automate data

collection with the data being input by the SM. This would relieve some of the time

burden from the Finance customer service clerks.

The third conclusion is that consolidation of the multiform process does not

significantly decrease the net staff workload. The same information must be
provided as before, but it all goes through the Finance chain. By sharing information

electronically, staff agencies can do their work with far less demand on SM time for
redundant data collection.
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DATA CONCLUSIONS

Much of the data required to assess OHA allowance ceilings and payments are

consistent with VHA data. The OHA forms can be consolidated with other forms;
however, an OHA-specific attachment will be required.

We noted in Chapter 1 that much of the housing data are not reliable because
the questionnaire return rates are low. The data collected do not often return to the
installation from FACSO in a usable form. Without those data, Housing Referral
Offices (HROs) must spend considerable time maintaining files on off-base military
residences. If all SMs provide such data using the new form, the raw data could be
returned to the installation for HRO use.

Some of the information collected on current survey forms is already available
to many Housing Office staffs from other sources. Information such as commuting
times and distances by zip code could be provided by Housing Offices directly, without

a survey.

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

Much of the data collected on existing forms are redundant and some are
unnecessary. The procedures used to collect those data consume SM time repetitively
for the same information. DoD can realize significant savings simply by

consolidating the forms used for existing processes and by routing the forms rather
than the SM from office to office as required. Since the SM cannot be paid unless the
required data are given to the Finance Office, that office should be the primary

sponsor of the form and the data.

Additional savings could be realized by integrating the entire data collection
process into a single automated system. However, the additional savings could easily

be consumed in struggles over implementation policy. An automated system would
require increased output at installation Finance Offices. The difficulties in enlarging

staffs in a time of force reductions require that the marginal savings of adopting a

single system be approached with caution.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force
Management and Personnel [OASD(FM&P)] and the Office of the Deputy Assistant
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Secretary of Defense (Installations) [ODASD(I)] continue with their joint initiative to

consolidate the data forms for BAQ, VHA, and OHA allowance transactions and

community housing information. We recommend that the form consolidation process

take the following direction:

" Obtain Military Service concurrence on the content of the consolidated form,
using the data item list in Table 2-2 as a recommended solution.

" Task the Washington Headquarters Service to design a two-part form, with
Part I requesting the JUMPS-required data and Part II containing the
remaining data elements in mark-sense format. Part I would be processed
by the Finance Office into JUMPS; Part II would be forwarded to a central
agency for data processing.

* Direct the Military Services to revise regulations to reflect the use of this
form and to ensure that the form, not the SM, moves between staff offices at
each installation.

" Prescribe the specifics of the processes in which data will be transferred to
DMDC for combination, calculation of allowances, and communication back
to installations.

" Continue with the present system for a year while introducing the new form.
Publish a directive specifying the use of both systems simultaneously during
this interim.

We recommend that ODASD(I) investigate the potential for management or

service improvements at installation housing offices if raw data on SM housing in the

community were provided in automated form.

Finally, we recommend that OASD(FM&P) keep in mind the possibility of

automating the SM data input process and establishing interfunction data transfer at

the installation level, in order to reduce the manpower requirement in staff offices.

The effort to design and implement such actions should not, however, be attempted

unless the necessary hardware will be readily available, and a detailed study

indicates that the investment required for hardware acquisition, software

development, and policy implementation will be justified.
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DoD HOUSING ACTIONS

MAJOR ACTIONS

Data collection on Service member (SM) housing costs are collected for four
primary purposes: to determine eligibility for basic allowance for quarters (BAQ)
payments; to determine eligibility for, and size of, variable housing allowance (VHA)
or overseas housing allowance (OHA) payments; to determine installation housing
deficits; and to calculate the appropriate VHA rates for an installation.

Basic Allowance for Quarters

The BAQ is paid to all SMs who do not have access to Government housing. The
rate is determined by pay grade and is not adjusted for location. An SM with
dependents is paid a slightly higher rate, but no adjustments are made for the
number of dependents. The key items of information required to authorize and pay
BAQ, therefore, are assignment to or denial of quarters and dependent status.

Variable Housing Allowance

The VHA is in effect an adjustment of the standard salary to account for area
housing costs. In a process described below, each installation is assigned a VHA rate
which differs by pay grade and dependency status. If SM-allowable expenses do not
exceed the combined BAQ and VHA rate, the SM splits the difference with the
Government; this reduced VHA payment, known as the "offset," acts as an incentive
to the SM to avoid unnecessary expenses simply because they are within the
allowance cap. Key data, therefore, are the allowable expenses.

VHA Ceiling Calculation

The VHA for each pay grade in each community is set through a complex
process which in essence defines the zip codes that are considered as the "community"
providing housing support to each installation and computes a local cost of rental
housing based on the median cost for each pay grade and dependency status. In
addition, all communities are lumped together to determine a "national average
housing cost," 15 percent of which is defined as the "maximum acceptable
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out-of-pocket cost" or "absorption." The absorption is subtracted from all local pay
grade median costs uniformly to determine a total allowance ceiling, and the BAQ is
subtracted from the total allowance to arrive at the VHA ceiling. Key data,
therefore, are allowable costs, residence zip code, duty installation, pay grade, and
dependency status.

Overseas Housing Allowance

The OHA is much like the VHA in concept and execution. It differs in three
primary aspects. First, it is complicated by currency exchange factors. Second,

differences in foreign rental practices require considerable extra detail, particularly
the initial occupancy costs for items normally considered part of the house in the
United States (kitchen cabinets, major appliances, etc.) and often require extremely
high deposits. Finally, the allowance has three parts: the rental ceiling, the utility
allowance, and the initial/terminal occupancy allowance. The OHA is the sum of

those allowances, less the BAQ already authorized.

Unlike the VHA, which is calculated from median data, the OHA rental ceiling

is calculated as the 80th percentile, by pay grade, of the rents actually being paid by
the SM in an overseas community. The utility allowance is calculated by summing
the previous year's utility bills. In addition, in the event of a radical change in costs
during any year, installations may obtain interim adjustments to the utility
allowance. The initial/terminal costs are computed in the same manner and prorated
across the expected occupancy period in a monthly allowance. That process causes
significant distress to the SM at the beginning of occupancy since the need is
immediate and the reimbursement is deferred; DoD has an initiative under way to
extract these costs from the OHA and pay them instead as a lump sum Move-In
Housing Allowance (MIHA). To further complicate the OHA, SMs may draw
allowances based on multiple-dwelling occupancy (if, for example, the family
remained in the United States during the SM's overseas tour).

The key data are the same as for the VHA calculation.

Housing Deficits

It is the policy of Congress that whenever possible, military family housing will
be found in the private market. In many cases, the private-sector housing is either
too expensive, too far away, or qualitatively inadequate for SM needs and budgets. In
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such cases, appropriated funds may be used to acquire Government housing. Before

submitting proposals for such housing, the installation must demonstrate that the

combined assets of the installation and the community are less than the housing

requirements of the assigned military families: that there is a housing "deficit." The

calculation of this deficit depends on the assessment of the community's inventory of

appropriate housing, a function performed by regulation through a survey of families

currently living off base. In practice, the Army has stopped using the survey

altogether, requiring a formal "segmented housing market analysis" to be performed;

both the Navy and tl-3 Air Force have required that a housing market analysis be

provided in conjunction with any housing construction request. However, the deficit

calculation process does help to provide an assessment of the relative housing straits
of DoD's many installations and provides a consistent (if controversial) method for

setting priorities.

MAJOR PARTICIPANTS

In this report, we discuss Personnel, Finance, and Housing, the three major

staff agencies that handle housing for the SM. (Throughout this appendix, when we

refer to any of those three functions, we use lower case, as in a "personnel issue";
where we refer to an agency or office, we use initial capitals, as in a "Finance Office.")

In addition, the Office of the Secretary of Defense Per Diem and Travel Allowances

Committee - referred to as the Per Diem Committee - which is responsible for

determining allowance rates, is a major participant in the data collection and

analysis processes.

Personnel

Much of the data required for the actions above are available from the SM's

personnel file. In addition to the obvious personal data, the Personnel Office

determines dependency and maintains emergency data records that include

addresses. However, the collection of data to feed Service-wide personnel databases

is directed by higher authority and results in data that are not useful at the local

level; thus, neither the SM nor the clerk has an incentive for accuracy or

completeness.

Personnel has no automated interface with other systems. In the case of the

Navy, the automated personnel system contains part of the required information; but
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the primary data sources are paper records. Thus, consolidation of data collection

through the personnel system would require significant readjustment on the Navy's

part.

In most Services, the personnel function is an installation-wide service activity.
The Navy and Marine Corps have consolidated installation Personnel and Finance

Offices for administrative and command purposes. A common computer system has
been established so that data may be entered by the customer service clerks for
verification and execution by the finance specialists; however, the main data files

remain independent of each other (and, in the case of the Personnel files, depend on
the paper master file). In the Air Force, the installation Personnel and Finance
Offices are often housed in the same building for the convenience of the SM, but are
separate activities. In the Army, the personnel function is operated at the unit level
in a very decentralized manner; the Army's automated systems allow rapid transfer

of information vertically through the personnel hierarchy, but there are no

automated links to other systems.

Finance

The finance function is installation-wide in every Service. Finance is the
ultimate point to which allowance information flows: dependency data to

substantiate claims for BAQ, VHA ceilings as DnD payment policy, and rent data to
substantiate claims for VHA payment. The only housing data that Finance ignores is
assessment of acceptability of SM housing, because the payments remain the same
regardless of acceptability. Because of financial accountability requirements,

Finance requires that all data be verified on the spot. This means that any data
verified at another office must be presented again at Finance in order to be credited.
Finance, unlike some of the other functions, can count on the SM to assist in keeping

the system current, because if the required data are not presented, payments cease.
In most communities housing allowances are several hundred dollars; so the SM will

not allow the payment to be cut off unnecessarily.

All finance functions are on distributed data networks from the main Service
Finance and Accounting Centers (FACs)1. In addition to ensuring standardization,

this also makes it possible to draw all necessary finance data from just four points. In

lEach Service has a slightly different name for its primary command for pay operations. We
will use the generic term unless referring to a specific Service activity.
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fact, the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) already receives quarterly (soon to

be monthly) extracts from the finance files of each Service, which are being used by
the Per Diem Committee to calculate the OHA. Since all Services use finance
programs compatible with the Joint Uniform Military Pay System (JUMPS), there is
no problem with disparity in definitions or use of the data.

Housing

The Housing Office has two primary functions: as landlord of the on-base
housing units and as a housing referral service. In different Services, Housing Office
activities may also be responsible for unaccompanied personnel housing and for
transient facilities, but those functions are not critical to this study.

The Housing Office must maintain housing applications, waiting lists for

Government housing, data on the current necupants of Government housing, and
vacancy lists for community housing. Families living in private housing must be

tracked in the event of sudden large-scale vacancies in on-base housing, requiring the
forced return of those families to on-base units. The Housing Office also prepares the
Government housing inventory that contributes to housing deficit calculations.

Housing Referral Office (HRO) counselors brief arriving families about the
locations, prices, commuting times and patterns, facilities, and other facts on

community housing near the installation. Many installations have automated real
estate listings, but those databases do not contain military family occupancy

information.

Regardless of the organizational structure of the Housing Offices, in each

Service they remain either independent or isolated from other data sources. In the
Air Force, housing data can be accessed by the base engineer for construction and
maintenance management purposes. Access to or by other sources has been planned
for within existing software, but the modules have not yet been fielded. In the Army
and Marine Corps, a network of computers has been established, and standard
summarized reports are submitted up through levels of command by mailing the data
disks. In addition, installation-level Marine Corps housing computer systems can
communicate with the installation-level finance system to execute BAQ start and

stop orders.
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Per Diem Committee

The Per Diem Committee is a small staff section at OSD level. Among other

roles, it is responsible for the integrity and accuracy of the VHA data, and for data

analysis and calculations required to produce the VHA and OHA rates. At present,
the Per Diem Committee monitors the contractor who distributes and follows up on

the completion of the VHA survey and converts the survey into automated data files.

The contractor delivers the VHA survey data tape to DMDC, which maintains the

tape on a mainframe computer and uses the Per Diem Committee's calculation

algorithms to determine VHA rates.

The OHA data are delivered to the Per Diem Committee in two parts. Generic

finance data is delivered by DMDC's extract process. Additional factors, contributing

to the determination of local rates (especially MIHA data) are submitted by the
installations directly to be transformed by the committee staff into Lotus 1-2-3T"
spreadsheets. The spreadsheet summaries are collapsed into factors which are

consolidated with the DMDC finance data to produce the OHA rates.

CUSTOMER SERVICE ACTION FLOW

In each of the Services, the actual flow of housing activity differs slightly

because of different organizational match ups between the troop units and the

personnel, finance, and housing functions. But the general processes and procedures

are quite similar.

The SM interacts with the installation support offices in a predictable pattern

for each tour of duty. There is concentrated activity when the SM arrives at a new
installation, intermittent activity during the tour of duty, and a closeout process

when the SM departs for the next assignment. These offices also create programs

such as audits or file maintenance to which the SM must contribute.

Installation In-Processing

When SMs first arrive at new installations, many procedures are required to

ensure that they are duly recorded in the many administrative systems common to
large organizations. As part of their initial assignment orders, they are detailed to a

specific unit or activity, to which they report on arrival. Thereafter, the time,

location, and activities of the SMs are under the administrative control of their units.
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Unit Controls

The unit provides processing guidance, makes appointments, and monitors the
progress of the SM through indoctrination. Such help creates an overhead burden of

time and paperwork for the unit. As an example from the Army, to meet a routine

appointment at the installation Finance Office, the SM must have the consent or
direction of his unit's leadership and a complete set of forms:

0 Installation checklists and associated instructions for in- or out-processing,
if appropriate

* DA 4187, Request for Action to indicate the general subject matter of the
request and the commander's concurrence that the proposed action is
acceptable

* DA 2142, Pay Inquiry to specify the problem

0 Appropriate JUMPS forms with which to correct the problem

* Depending on the issue, transaction forms from intervening headquarters
staffs or consolidated service centers

0 Specific appointment slip when required.

In short, there is a considerable effort just to get the SM out of the unit on the

way to the various service agency offices.

Personnel In-Processing

Protocol often requires that the unit make the appointment for the SM to visit
Personnel. Once there, in addition to a large number of other personnel file update
procedures, the SM will produce necessary birth certificates, marriage records, and
legal documents to verify the existence of eligible dependents both at the duty station

and elsewhere. These verifications will allow the SM to receive the appropriate
allowances at with-dependent rates and confirm eligibility for accompanied housing.
The marriage and birth certificates are the data elements for which the Service does

not maintain the original documents. Because frequenly the required documents

are not available to the SM at the time, another appointment ,vy have to be made to
verify this information.
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Housing In-Processing

On arrival at the installation, most single SMs would be assigned to live in

unaccompanied quarters and would not participate any further in the data collection

and survey process. Most SMs, however, would begin in temporary quarters, either

in the installation transient facilities or in private lodging.

Again, the unit often makes the appointment to enable the SM to visit the

Housing Office. The SM fills out the DD Form 1746, Application for Assignment to

Family Housing (unless, in the Air Force's case, that form has been submitted from

the previous duty station). The Housing Office verifies dependency data, using

personnel data reflected on the assignment orders and from the original records of

any new dependents and either assigns Government housing or declares such

housing to be unavailable.

While SMs are in transit from one location to another, the Government does not

provide quarters. Thus, all transferring SMs draw BAQ. They do not, of course, draw

VHA because they have no established residence. If the Housing Office is unable to

assign quarters, the BAQ continues and the SM becomes eligible for VHA depending

on the duty location. A statement of nonavailability of quarters is seldom issued.

Both Housing and Finance Offices in most Services rely on a semiannual audit to

detect any SM who might consider trying to draw an unauthorized BAQ or VHA

payment while assigned to Government housing. If, on the other hand, quarters are

available, the Housing Office prepares a BAQ stop order, indicating the quarters

assignment data; that order is transmitted to the Finance Office for execution. If the

quarters assigned are rated as substandard, the BAQ may be partially stopped, using

the same form.

If the SM is not assigned to quarters, the SM's name is placed on a waiting list

for quarters and the HRO component of the Housing Office takes over. The HRO

maintains rental and sales listings, generally provided by local realtors, and has

institutional knowledge about community costs, facilities, and amenities. The HRO

has a good idea of the SM's preferences based on the information provided in the

application for quarters; however, equal opportunity laws prohibit the HRO from

recommending, or commenting on, the economic composition or desirability of

neighborhoods unless specific housing areas have been placed off-limits for

discriminatory practices. Finally, the HRO provides the SM with a data card
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(DD 1670, Notification of Housing Selection, used by the Army, or similar form in

other Services) to be returned to the Housing Office when a permanent home has

been selected.

Finance In-Processing

The unit makes provision for the SM to go to the Finance Office (in the Navy,

the SM returns to the Customer Service section of the joint finance-personnel

activity). Among other in-processing actions, those SMs unable to receive

Government housing fill out a request to start VHA payments (except at a small

number of installations where no VHA is authorized). Once again, the dependents

are verified through a check of the original documentation of birth, marriage, etc.

Since the SM has no permanent residence established at this point, the Finance

Office starts the VHA at the ceiling. The SM must then return within 60 days to

present the lease or purchase agreement for a precise calculation of the VHA and any

required offset, or the SM risks termination of the allowance.

The finance clerks record the appropriate data; the transaction is then set aside

for batch processing. In each Service, the SM tilis uLA a ,%,L,, Lien the data are

transcribed from the form to a computer terminal where they are held. At the end of

the day, transactions are reviewed for accuracy and completeness and then are

submitted electronically to the master computer systems at the Service FACs for

final processing to finance records. Each of these processes requires administrative

overhead actions, such as logging the arrival and departure of customers, logging

transaction activities, terminal input time, data transmission time and costs,

checking of regulations for allowability of costs, etc. In addition, there is a

supervisory overhead cost.

Once the transaction has been accepted into the master computer, there is a

transaction verification procedure. The paper copy of the request for the allowance is

filed in the SM's local records and copies are forwarded to the Service FAC for

short-term storage to support the audit function. After a period of weeks, the

documents are forwarded for archive storage, either in microfiche or paper form

depending on the Service. This audit trail is not inexpensive; it includes shipping,

handling and storage costs, microfiching and disposal costs, and an overhead for each

step.
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Certain special cases must be forwarded on paper. These usually involve a

centralized determination of dependent status in unusual cases.

Mid-Tour Processing

The SM will need to retrace the steps above, at least in part, on several

occasions during the tour of duty. First, during the 60-day window (or approved

extensions), a permanent home must be found off base. Then, annually, the housing

data and costs must be verified at the Finance Office in order for VHA payments to

continue. In the event of assignment to Government quarters, the SM reports to the

Housing Office for a series of actions, last of which is the termination of the

allowances by the Finance Office. On occasion, changes in the SM's circumstances

will require adjustment of the allowances. In addition to these requirements, the SM

must keep the Personnel Office advised of any changes of address at each point in the

process, a step that is frequently ignored.

Permanent Off-Base Quarters

The SM's unit makes an appointment at Finance for the SM. To validate the

qualifying costs for the VHA, the SM collects the necessary documentation: always

the lease or mortgage and possibly initial costs. (In overseas areas, the SM goes to

Housing to get the lease approved, without which the OHA is not supposed to be

paid.) Then, the SM goes to Finance where the documents are reviewed for adequacy

and the entitlement is calculated. Then, the automated pay transactions are

initiated, local files are updated, and the data are forwarded up the chain, both

electronically and on paper. The cycle of central automated processing, paper file
processing, file maintenance, and storage begins.

In addition, the SM should report data to the Housing Office; in the Army and

Marine Corps, those data go into local databases. In practice, since the SM has no

incentive to provide this information, the response rate is extremely low.

Quarters Assignments

Some SMs are eventually offered Government housing. Upon initial in-

processing, the SM is placed on a waiting list that is maintained by the Housing

Office. Those at the top of the list are notified as vacancies occur. If they accept

quarters rather than remain off base, their unit must again make time available for

an appointment. In addition to the many steps required to process an SM into
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quarters, the Housing Office stops the BAQ and VHA using a Service form which is

sent directly to the Finance Office.

The Finance Office processes this form, initiates automated pay transactions,

files copies of the paper records, and forwards the record copies.

If the SM asks to be removed from the Government housing waiting list, the
Housing Office does so. Conversely, the waiting lists often accumulate names of

families who long since have moved into off-base housing and have no intent to reside

in Government housing.

Annual VHAIOHA Recertification

The procedures for recertification vary with each Service, chiefly in the way

that the certifications are sequenced. The Navy does them all in the same period, the
Army does them by birth month, and the Air Force does them based on the Social

Security Number.

In e.ch case, however, a listing of those who must recertify is compiled, either
by the installation Finance Office or by a Service FAC, based on a personnel-

generated list of who is assigned to each installation and a finance-generated list of
who is drawing VHA. The SM is notified to appear for processing or face cutoff of the

allowance.

The SM collects the necessary paperwork and once again the unit makes an

appointment at the Finance Office where the SM fills out the Service's VHA
recertification form. The documentation is reviewed and the OHA, or the VttA rate

and offset, are computed. More documentation is required for OHA recertification

because the utility costs, unavailable before a move into a house, must be

substantiated with a year's receipts. As before, once the documentation is deemed

adequate, transaction processing and document filing and forwarding continue as

before.

Periodic BAQ Recertification

In addition to the annual VHA recertification, SMs are required to recertify

their BAQ status at intervals. In the Army, this is supposed to happen annually; in
practice it happens as prescribed in the other Services, which is during installation

in- or out-processing or as a result of a change in status submitted by the SM. A
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certification may also occur when the Finance and Housing Offices crosscheck to

prevent SMs drawing BAQ while occupying Government quarters, or when unit

commanders verify certification lists generated by the finance system.

BAQ verification simply confirms that the SM has dependents and resides on

the economy; the SM must therefore provide the birth and marriage documents to

substantiate dependents. In practice, the process has become one of exception

reporting, in which existing dependents are presumed to be accounted for unless the

SM or a finance transaction indicates otherwise.

Incidental Changes

Occasionally during a tour of duty, incidental changes will occur that require

the SM to receive an allowance change. A marriage, divorce, new child, or child

coming of age may cause a change in dependent status. Changes of residence may

change rent payments which affect the net allowance due. Since the Service systems

cannot predict such events, the SM will need to request an appointment through the
unit. The revised information is verified and recorded by the appropriate Personnel,

Finance, or Housing Offices, and appropriate transactions are initiated.

Installation Out-Processing

Once the SM receives reassignment requiring a change of duty station, all these
housing allowance transactions must be undone. The unit makes time available and

sets up or authorizes the necessary appointments and issues the installation checklist

and instructions.

For those living in Government quarters, a lengthy housing out-processing

procedure is required to ensure cleanliness of the quarters on departure. Upon

successful completion of the housing inspection, the Housing Office fills out the

Service form directing the Finance Office to restart the BAQ allowance. In the

Marine Corps, this can be done electronically by the housing inspector, who issues the

form to the SM at the quarters rather than requiring a visit to the Finance Office
with the completed form; in other Services, the SM generally chooses to hand carry

the form to ensure that it is processed rather than risking the uncertainty of military

mail distribution systems.

Those living off base have no real reason to visit the Housing Office, except to

obtain housing information about the next assignment location, because they already
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draw BAQ and the VHA will be stopped when they process out of Finance. The HRO

often desires to see these SMs in any case in order to identify suitable off-base

housing units being vacated.

DoD ADMINISTRATIVE DATA FLOW

In addition to the customer service functions performed by the installation
Personnel, Finance, and Housing Offices, they must collect a range of data to support
DoD-wide analysis. The most significant such activities for the purposes of this study
are the housing surveys used to determine where to apply housing acquisition funds,
and the VHA/OHA surveys used to establish the maximum allowance rates for each
installation.

Annual Housing Surveys

In order to identify housing shortages at each installation, all the Services

except the Army participate in the housing survey process variously known as the
1376 survey (after the data form), the 1378 survey (after the output report), or the
[housing] deficit survey (after the real purpose).

The rules and instructions for administering the survey, distributed each year,
identify mandatory survey installations and minimum sample sizes. In addition to

those mandatory installations, others may volunteer for a survey to demonstrate the
extent of their local housing deficit. The instructions are published and distributed to
each installation. In addition to data from installations, there is a significant
requirement for data from other sources, such as multiyear force level projections.

The installation Housing Office produces an inventory of the Government
housing assets. The Personnel Office produces a personnel printout, from which the

Housing Office selects survey respondents in accordance with OSD-established rules.
The Housing Office usually distributes the surveys through the chain of command,
which then passes them on to the individual SM; some Housing Offices, particularly

on smaller installations where the entire population must be surveyed, mail the

surveys directly to the individuals using address lists from Personnel.

Once the survey has been received by the individual SM, it is completed and
returned by the same route. The Housing Office receives the surveys and reviews

them for completeness and content. Those that are incorrect and cannot be corrected
on the spot should be sent back for correction. On our installation visits, we were
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consistently told that time is not available for such corrections. OSD requires that

every house that is rated as unacceptable must be verified by a Housing Office staff

visit; as a matter of practice, the Housing Offices are seldom able to do this. When it

does happen, those residences rated unacceptable by the SM but in fact found to meet

DoD minimum standards are rescored as acceptable.

The survey data sheets are then mailed to the Navy's Facility Support Office
(FACSO) at Port Hueneme, CA, where they are coded, entered into a computer, and

analyzed. The resulting summary reports are forwarded to the installation Housing
Offices for comment, and any major inconsistencies are removed. The installation

does not, however, receive detailed information or the raw data records. If the

installation has no plans for a family housing project requiring appropriated funds,

there is no further interaction until the following year. If the installation has plans,

a market analysis is made and the survey output (Form 1378) is attached as a

required part of the acquisition project submission.

Housing Market Analyses

The housing market analyses 2 (HMAs) differ from case to case because almost

all of them performed under contract by small, independent real estate consultant
companies. The general outline of a well-done HMA remains consistent. If a military

construction housing project is requested by an installation, the HMA is required to
validate the shortage of community housing indicated by the housing survey process.

The HMA must, therefore, at least replicate the housing survey information. The

HMA process either verifies the housing survey deficit or rejects the housing survey

results.

Annual VHA Surveys

The annual VHA survey requires a strict methodological approach to meet the

accuracy standards required to extend its findings to the entire military population

on such a sensitive issue as pay. The price of that need for accuracy is a complex

administrative procedure that places a significant burden on the chain of command.

The Service FACs produce an automated list of all SMs receiving the BAQ

allowance. Those rosters are delivered to a central processing point, until now one

manned by a contractor who provided all administrative support to prepare,

2The specific term for this market analysis differs in each Military Service.
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distribute, and collect the survey data. In the past, the Per Diem Committee selected

respondents at random; beginning with FY91, the survey has become a census and

central processing procedures may change. The chain of command follows detailed

instructions as it administers the survey.

Each installation then receives a kit consisting of blank survey response forms,

rosters of designated respondents, and a postcard that the installation mails back to
indicate receipt of the survey materials. The contractor tracks the returning

postcards, records the data, and follows up on missing responses.

Once the materials are received, the installation staff provides them to

subordinate units, along with due dates for survey completion. The units must then
find a time and place to administer the surveys to the SMs, and assist as needed to

complete them. In the past, some units have allowed the forms to be filled out on a

take-home basis, but that approach often produced a low response rate. Once the

survey forms are completed, they are gathered and matched against the rosters. The

survey administrator checks each survey to see that it is properly completed and has

corrections made on the spot. The surveys and rosters are then returned to the

collection points from which they are returned to the contractor who optically scans
them into a database. The contractor makes some initial quality control checks to

eliminate unusable records. The resulting database is delivered on magnetic tapes to

the DMDC, where it is maintained for access by the Per Diem Committee staff.

In addition to elaborate procedures to protect the accuracy and reliability of the

data, a 1 percent follow-up survey is made to check on the main survey. One percent

of the records submitted by renters are selected for verification. Letters with a

single-page mark-sense form and rosters of designated respondents are mailed

through the chain of command. The SM reenters the total rent figure and has it
verified by the unit commander. The forms are then returned for comparison with

the originals to determine the degree to which surveys are being filled out with

erroneous data.

The data are then subjected to a complex analytical process to determine the

VHA rates for each pay grade and dependency status at each installation. Although

the basic concept is to establish the median rent at each location by pay grade, a
relatively simple task, the algorithms are much more complicated. Homeowners are

included in the calculation by using an "imputed rent" which is based on the number
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of bedrooms and the type of house owned to which is assigned the average monthly
rate paid by renters with similar housing in that zip code. This weights the median
with homeowners without putting the DoD in the position of subsidizing the higher
costs incurred by homeowners who decided to invest rather than rent. In addition, zip
codes are examined to see which installations they support. Finally, zip codes are
analyzed to see whether there is a sufficient density of respondents or whether they
must be pooled with similar low-density zip codes to determine allowance ceilings.
Inherent to all these processes is the assumption that the data should be consistent; a
mix of old and new data would produce very misleading results for the Per Diem

Committee.

Once the analysis is completed, a set of recommended VHA rates is developed
and the total cost to the DoD of paying those allowances is estimated. At this point
the analysis becomes subjective as DoD and Congress determine how much will
actually be appropriated for VHA funding. In past years the funding authorized has
not often met the need. As a result, the VHA rates had to be adjusted. When the
rates are decided, the Per Diem Committee publishes the approved rates for the
following fiscal year. The Service FACs must then enter the new rates into their
computer systems in time for the change to take effect for the new year.

This last set of steps is important to the form-consolidation process because it
places a time frame around the data. Because the Per Diem Committee must
formulate its estimates in order to meet the budget negotiation schedule, it must
collect the data in the second quarter of each fiscal year. The data collected in FY90
are used in the budget negotiations for FY92 spending. By the time the allowances
are paid in the last quarter of FY92, the data on which that allowance is based will be
over 2 years old. That fact was the primary reason for making an annual c,irvey
instead of the previous biennial survey. In some cases, SMs were receiving
allowances based on 3-year old data while housing costs had increased more than the
national inflation rate. Any alternative process proposed must take into account the
fact that the Per Diem Committee needs relatively fresh rent data to set the VHA.
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APPENDIX B

TABULATION OF DATA ON CURRENT HOUSING FORMS



TABLE 8-1

TABULATION OF DATA ON CURRENT HOUSII

(Sheeti1 of 3)

Per Diem DA 554S DAO0-1 Var
Data element IMI Form Committee DOD1376 DOD376 DD 2367 00114 VHA Certification' All-purpose VHA

Survey Hog Survey OHA Survey OHA Certification Pay Order Army Army

Sponsor Data

Service indc UJSCG. PHS. i
NOAA

Component x

Military or civilian

Name x n xi x

Pay grade x x Y v x x x

SSN x x x X x x

Duty Organization x v x x x

Duty address" ii S

Duty zip code x v x x

Duty phone X x

RAO type X n'dep .c,

Attachepartial
Atceduty

Time on station x

Tour length

Previous address phone

Date of rank

Time in Service

Time left on active duty

Arval date

Sponsor Re4sidence

Residence overseasY

Residents rip code xx x

Residence city country Yi x

Residence street x

Rental guarantee peotett if X

Landlord naime

Landlord address

Landlord telephone

Household Data

SM hsas dependents

Dependents resWde with SMx

Claim basis J# locations) x

Mart status x

Dependent name

Dependelnt address x

Dependent landlord data

Dependent relationship

Dependent SSPI

Note The code r,* means that the ,nforation is -noted- on the form for relf ence or as part of a wsoruisheet but is not 'collecled' tor use bV the form's controlling agenc



I TABLE B-i

-F DATA ON CURRENT HOUSING FORMS

(Sheet 1 of 3)

DA S54S DAD-I Various Number 7200 AF S94 (old) AF3502 AF S34 (new) DO 1746 DD01670
.11 Cat ffcatlon All-purpose VHA Certification Start VHA SUrt'stop VHA DAepndc UAF 987 sng Husing ound

Army Army Navy USMC USAF USAF DeenSAyFSA Applbcat~o Army only

x s x x x x

x X x x

x x x Y5

Report date

Depart date

x

x

x

S S S a5 5

a 7 5 55 5

x x x x x X x

x

x x Y

x x x x

x 5 ni Cf(
x N .ernbe

x x Y x

x Y x x

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a _ _
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TABLE B-i

TABULATION OF DATA ON CURRENT HOUSING FOI

(Sheet 2 of 3)

Per Diem DA S545 DA (-1
Dat elrnnt MIorm Comitee DD 376DD376DD236 PDD 14 VHA Certification All-purpose VHA

Oaa lmetSMurrvCmmtee Hsg Survey OHA Survey OHA Certification Pay Order Army Army

Household 0ata (Continuedl

Dependent child DOS xAge

Dependent gelnder x
Depenkdern certification date

Spouse dependent here Y/N Non/late' x

Geographic bachelor x

Dependents elsewhere

Dependents overseasx

Other dependents COLAxx
Sharern x 01 cost a people Sbv category ifby catrgory Sby category 0

Sharer start date

Share cost k

Spouse or Shaer* name SM spouse SM spouse
Spouse or Sharing SM SSN v Y x

Spouse or Sharing SM service x x x
Spouse duty station

Marriage date

Custody child support data

House Data

Permanent home for tourt

Government house. type x 1/

Prefer on off base x

Ouarters numberx

House type v x5

Bedrooms v X x ii Y

Laths x v

furnishsed ii

Commute time v x x

Commute distance

Acceptable x Chreck why not Check why not

Mobiler home x

Housng office reversal v

flenvtowrs'neo e x x v
Rentals unavailable

Time in residence x x M~ove-in date Move-in date Move-in date M,

Dependent firm in residence Move- date Movein date Mri

Leastexpire date

Discriminationj -

Moti e cf'ode rr, means that hemriormatior is 'not"' on the form tor reference or a part of a wcsc- heel but is not 'collecled* for use by the form's controlling agency



TABLE B-i

ATA ON CURRENT HOUSING FORMS (Continued)

(Sheet 2 of 3)

DA SSAS DA 0-l Var 4f 72C0 AF S9 AF 3502 AF 594 lfww) oD 1746 DD 1670
VHA Cortication All-purpose VHA Certification Start VHA Start stop VHA SAC) and AF 96 .iouso.9 Housing found

Army Amny Navy I USUC USAF USAF DeednyUSAF Application Armty only

USAF

x Number tthat are
command
sponsored

*by categor by category Sby cate~on i deta~I* b cateor, 0bv category

SM spouse SM spouse SM spouse Sep lore, x x x x

x x x Sep t o rn x x

x x Sep torn N

x x

x x

Check why not (Sec. hys not

Mone- date Move.,rr date Mose's date Mose-,n date

Mose-en date Mone-in date Mo, date Mose- date
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TABLE B-1

TABULATION OF DATA ON CURRENT HOUSING FOF

(Sheet 3 o1 3)

Data elemsent LMI Form Comite D1376 00 376 DD2367 DO 114 V4A Certification Allpurpose VHA
S.ey Hq Survey DNA Sursiey DNA Certification Pay Order Army Army

Cost Data

Currency x xx

Rant 4'equigncy

Total pay-am erxt

Rtent only amouint x i SM & demi SM & dets SM & aets S,

i,-dec fee amount

Purchase prce

OnserPM~ , Broken Out BrokenrOut S

Deps. PM B rooiren I 9 roce" v'

Utilities in rent %ote required 0 1 diedn

Utility monthly irSM & depis

Electric x y VN

Gas x HeatAC HeatAC

Oi i-eata ACle-atc

Wood coal

Waitr sewer V N

Trash SM deos Y N

maintenance nroni17 o SM & evs

Condo fee SM &deps

HOA fee SM & deps

Insurance nr SM &deos SM & deci. 1

Inistial expenses 0

Terminal expensesx

Taxesx

Mobdet home lot fee

Has ren changed

Control Data

Reviwer x

Finance action x X

Commanderx

FSAD1

i/MA cap

Effectixe date x x x S

Reason for change

SM Certification

Total 30 35 29 35 28 '0 26 4

Note: The cOde 'n' e-airs triat tre nforiratrin is 'noted' on the form for reference cr as part of a worrslieet but is riot XOllecited' for ise by the formr% coritolling agency



TABLE B-1

ON CURRENT HOUSING FORMS (Continued)

(Sheet 3 of 3)

DA SS-45 DA 0-l VAr 0% 7200 AF S94 AF 3502 AF 594 lnewlD 76 D17
HA en tf~abn All purpose VI4A Certification Stan VHA Starvstop VHA DAG ndm UAF7017 060

AryAm Z scUA SFUSAF Appfi~wn Army only

x x x

,% ev SM&deM Sh! & dps SM ald deps SM &deMs

en0t Broken out BrOte u rO u S M and ceps x
I': e, out Broken our Broke u rOe u

SM & deW x OHA

: & cjc.,n

Y'N Y N. OHA

He~tAC Heat AC. Y N

OHA

Heat AC N. OHA

U N Y N OHA

Jes YN SM& deyn N. OVA

WM & deW.

SM & devs

SM~oeNI IM aeps

1641) 32 2533 30 22 39 38
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APPENDIX B GLOSSARY

AF = Air Force

BAQ = Basic Allowance for Quarters

COLA = Cost of Living Allowance

DA = Department of the Army (form prefix)

DD = Department of Defense (form prefix)

DMDC = Defense Manpower Data Center

DOB = Date of Birth

FACSO = Facilities Support Office (Navy)

FAC = Finance and Accounting Centers

FSA = Family Separation Allowance

HOA = Home Owner Activity (fee)

HOMES = Housing Operations Management System (Army)

HRO = Housing Referral Office

JUMPS = Joint Uniform Military Pay System

MIHA = Move-In Housing Allowance

NOAA = National Oceangraphic and Atmospheric Agency

OHA = Overseas Housing Allowance

OSD = Office of the Secretary of Defense

PHS = Public Health Service

PMT1 = Principal, Interest, Taxes and Insurance

RPHA = Rent Plus Housing Allowance

SM = Service Member

SSN = Social Security Number
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USAF = United States Air Force

USCG = United States Coast Guard

USMC = United States Marine Corps

VHA = Variable Housing Allowance
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APPENDIX C

DoD HOUSING DATA COLLECTION FORMS IN USE



LIST OF FORMS

Form Number Title

(No number) Per Diem Committee Variable Housing Allowance
Survey with Follow-up VHA Verification Survey

DD 1376 Family Housing Questionnaire

DD 376 Housing Cost Data Sheet (Overseas Housing
Allowance)

DD 2376 Individual Overseas Housing Allowance (OHA
Certification)

DD 114 Military Pay Order

DA 5545 (Legible copy unavailable)

DA 0-1 Housing Allowance Document and Certificate (All-
purpose Army)

(No number) VHA Certificate, (Navy)

MC 7200 (Legible copy unavailable)

AF 594 Authorization to Start, Stop, or Change BAQ Rent
(old version) Plus, and/or VHA

AF (No number- Authorization to Start, Stop or Change VHA
proposed to be 3502) VHA

AF 594 (New Application and Authorization to Start, Stop, or
number-proposed as 534) Change BAQ or Dependency Redetermination

AF 987 Recertification for BAQ, VHA, OHA, COLA and
FSA

DD 1746 Application for Assignment to Housing

DD 1670 Notification of Housing Selection
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THE OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 -

2 MAR 90 -

FORCE MANAGEMENT
AND PERSONNEL

SUBJECT: Spring 1990 Variable Housing Allowance (VHA) Survey
C0 -
C?) TO: Survey Participant -

C\j
You have been selected to participate in this year's

housing cost survey. The information you give will help -

establish Variable Housing Allowance (VHA) rates for your -

area. The VHA is based on the typical costs incurred by -

Service members living in each area in the United States -

(including Alaska and Hawaii) who live off post or base and -

receive a Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAQ). The VHA payments -

are to help defray housing costs. The VHA is also paid to -

Service members assigned (PCS) overseas whose families reside -
in the United States (including Alaska and Hawaii).

It is important that you provide accurate figures on this -
VHA Data Collection Form. We ask that you take this form home -
and use your records and receipts to help fill in the amounts -
you actually spend. If you own a home, your response will help -
us identify the characteristics of your house for determining -
its rental equivalent. The importance of our having accurate -
information may require that your responses be verified by a -
government audit agency. Please keep any records and receipts -
you used in determining your responses for at least 12 months -
after completing the form. -

The VHA is a valuable entitlement for men and women of the -
Uniformed Services. The time and effort you spend to fill out -
your form accurately will enable us to set fair VHA rates and -
maintain the integrity and credibility of the program. Please -
return your completed survey form to your administrator -
promptly. -

Donald W. Jones
Lieutenant General, USA -

Deputy Assistant Secretary -
(Military Manpower & Personnel Policy) -

Variable Housing Allowance Data Collection Form

-1- -
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- Variable Housing Allowance Data Collection Form

i * * DO NOT STAPLE OR FOLD THIS FORM * *

il PER DIEM
- TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION

ALLOWANCE COMMITTEE

ii MARKING DIRECTIONSii PRIVACY NOTICE

* Use only a No. 2 black lead pencil.

I Read each question carefully. Make a HEAVY BLACK MARK AUTHORITY: 10 USC 136
-l that FILLS THE OVAL next to your answer.
e V Please do not make stray marks of any kind. PRINCIPAL PURPOSE OR PURPOSES:
i INCORRECT MARKS CORRECT MARK Information collected in this survey is used to

-l aw 0000 sample attitudes and/or discern perceptions of

I I If the question is to be answered with numbers, social problems observed by service members

LE you should: and to support additional manpower research

l 1) Write the numbers in the boxes, making sure $ activities. This information will assist in the
that the LAST number is always placed in the formulation of policies which may be needed to

i RIGHT-hand box. improve the working environment.
Se 2) Fill in the unused boxes with zeros.

OE 3) Mark the MATCHING OVAL BELOW EACH ROUTINE USES: None
-l BOX.XA . My v g OD mDISCLOSURE: Voluntary. Failure to respond

GE EXAMPLE: My average TOTAL monthly utility will not result in any penalty to the respondent.
OVER costs are (round off to the nearest dollar): - However, maximum participation is encouraged

l Use Soft Lead Pencil Only so that data will be complete and representative.

Ve The information you provide on this form is subject to verification by a government audit agency.

E 1. What service are you in? 4. What is your marital status?

-I Army 0 Coast Guard 0 Married

C) Navy C Public Health Service 0 Not married

-l Marine Corps 0 National Oceanic and

0 Air Force Atmospheric Administration

ii 5. Please enter the ZIP Code for your permanent duty

S2. What is your pay grade? (PCS) station in the 50 United States..-

Vl DUTY ZIP CODE

- Enlisted Warrant Commissioned Officer 0 NOT APPLICABLE Post. base.
- C E-1 O W-1 0 0-1E (over 4 years enlisted) or homeport outside of the 50

GE 0 E-2 CD W-2 C O-2E (over 4 years enlisted) United States (1) , I

WN 0 E-3 O W-3 0 O-3E (over 4 years enlisted) i  (D CD C

E 0 E-4 0 0-1 e If in sea billet, enter the ZIP Code (D (Z Q)

ii 0 E-5 00-2 of your UNITED STATES HOME- (D (X. T,

ii C E-6 O0-3 PORT, not your FPO/APO. C4) &1 0 o

i- C E-7 C,0-4 2 0-6 a If you don't know your ZIP Code. s (3 Cs C5: Js

C- E-8 C 0-5 C 0-7 or above ask someone. ((11 W

I C E-9 a Do not enter the ZIP Code of a CD 2) CD 2_

1 TDY/TAD location. i1 Q]D CE (D

_ 3 What is your IIFF11
S Social Security Write the

Number? numbers in
the boxes. ® 0 (DC a (ID CiD 6. Do you presently receive a Basic Allowance for

( QFC uarters (BAQ) at either the WITH or WITHOUT

ii C ( ..a CD Z a (D C( dependents rate?

I Then fill in CD® ( 2 ) CD CD () CD (C ) CD 0 YES, I receive BAQ at the WITHOUT dependents rate

1 the matching 0) ) CD ( G ) D (D ( YES, I receive BAG at the WITH dependents rate

1 ovals . DC (D CD (I®D(D'(D 0 NO, I live in government quarters and receive only a
ia -D CD GD P GD GD(GD PARTIAL BAQ--STOP. Sign and return the

ICDO C (D survey form.

i G iD iCq( 0 NO. I do NOT receive BAQ -- ,-STOP. Sign and
1 ( 4 X return the survey form

- so -



Ul Use Soft Lead Pencil Onl

7. Mark the location of your residence at your permanent 12. What type of housing is the "residence?" I

duty station. 0 Single-family, detached home l

o Within the 50 United States 0 Semi-detached (row/townhouse/duplex) -

o Outside the 50 United States-s-Do your dependents 0 Apartment (owned or rented) I
also live outside the 50 United States? 0 Mobile home I

o No 0 Other (e.g., private vessel) IM

o Yes 1
13. How many bedrooms are there in the "residence?" l

NOTE (Count any room that is used, or could be used in-
as a bedroom.) -m

" If you live OUTSIDE the 50 United States and are

NOT MARRIED, STOP. Sign and return the survey 0 1 or efficiency 0 3 0 5 or more

form. 02 04

If you receive BAO at the WITH DEPENDENTS rate -

and both you and your dependents are living OUTSIDE 14. How long does it take you to get from the "residence" -M

the 50 United States, STOP. Sign and return the to your place of duty (commuting time) on a!yica day? -

survey form. 0 Does not apply 0 31 to 60 minutes i

0 30 minutes or less 0 61 minutes or more l
8. Enter your RESIDENCE ZIP CODE RESIDENCE -

at right. THIS RESIDENCE ZIP ZIP CODE 15. Do you RENT or OWN the "residence?"
CODE IS CRITICAL. 0 Neither; live in government-owned or -leased -

z 0 W 0 z housing -- STOP. Sign and return survey form -

IMPORTANT (DG (0) ( Neither; live with friends/relatives and PAY NO l

If you are MARRIED and maintain W(Z0z<D COSTS--STOP. Sign and return survey form i
a SEPARATE RESIDENCE for your G) (D M(E)(D 0 Neither; live in other accommodations- -- STOP. -
spouse/dependents, enter your G) G:) (D(DW Sign and return survey form .
SPOUSE/DEPENDENTS' ZIP Code. (D (3) D RENT I

IN THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 0OWN-

"RESIDENCE" REFERS TO THE -CD CD)'j-'
RESIDENCE WHOSE ZIP CODE CD 9G)GDc( How long have you RENTED or OWNED the -

YOU ENTERED IN QUESTION S. "( (D ) residence?" I

0 3 months or less 0 37 to 48 months I

9. Is the "residence" government-owned or -leased 0 4 to 6 months 0 49 to 59 months -
housing? 0 7 to 12 months 0 5 to 10 years -

0 Yes -- STOP. Sign and return the survey form 0 13 to 24 months 0 11 to 20 years -

C No 0 25 to 36 months 0 21 or more years I

10, Do your spouse and/or dependents live in the If "RENT." continue with Question 17. -

"residence?" If "OWN." go to Question 21.

0 Does not apply I have no spouse or dependents 1

0 Yes 1 R T S O
0 No-

17. How often are rent payments for the "residence" due? ll

11. I you share housing costs with non-family members, 0 Monthly 0 Every two weeks C: Other -
what portion of the monthly housing costs for the 0 Twice a month 0 Weekly -
"residence" are you paying? -

0 Does not apply, I my family pay all costs (100%) 18. How much total RENT is paid for DOLLARS per period

0 None - STOP. Sign and return the survey form the "residence" PER PERIOD . $ .00 -

0 1% to 9% specified in Question 17? (For ()(]- (! m
0 10% to 19°. example: if it is $245. enter 0245. DC () (M
0 20% to 29% Include RENT only Other housing -() 1-1) E)
0 30% to 390 costs will be asked for later.) (- CD X 4=
0 40% to 49% 19. When you first rented the "residence," a (D OD 1=
0 50% to 59% did you pay a FINDER'S FEE to an (-D (U
0 60% to 69% agent in order to obtain the "residence?" () D (]) -

0 70% to 79% DO NOT INCLUDE SECURITY DEPOSITS. (D C) ( z
0 80% to 89% 0 Yes (I X (V
0 90% to 99% O No -- GO TO QUESTION 22 (GD (3) -

-3-Il -



MEMOIF F Use Soft Lead Pencil Only

- 20. If you paid a Dollar Amount of Fee 23. Enter the AVERAGE MONTHLY maintenance cost
M FINDER'S FEE, Write the - $ .00 paid for the UPKEEP of the "residence." Round
M how much was numbers in (0 () off to the nearest dollar.
S this fee? the boxes. DL(L)A) R S No maintenance costs L per month

-() CD CD CD are paid separately. $ .00

Then fill in D INCLUDE only maintenance such as (D W (a)
M the matching D G ) Q )  plumbing, electrical, heating/cooling (Z) CD (1)

i ovals. . () (1) W system or structural repairs, yard (D()(D1
ii - (i ( upkeep, etc. ( CD G
ii (*(D DO NOT iNCLUDE the cost of home (1 9:)
,D (1- (i improvements (e.g., remodeling, new (D (D

- GO TO QUESTION 22 1 (3) 0D roof, new furnace, major appliances), GD®®D
- new shrubs, new fences, or other CD1

MEMO additions. ( u I
i FOR O EXAMPLE: If your cost is S25 per CD CD
- month, enter 025. , Cy')

i The next question is important for current research on C\JI homownes' csts.24. Enter the AVERAGE MONTHLY cost of any of the
homeowners' costs. following housing expenses for the "residence:"

DOLLARS per month condominium fee; homeowners' association fee;
- 21. What is your monthly house property and hazard insurance, if NOT included in
i payment for the "residence?"-. $ .00 Question 21.

- (Include the PRINCIPAL AND ()(I(3I Fill in the grid for EACH expense you do have OR
- INTEREST on all mortgages or G)CDcCD (D mark "None" for EACH expense you do not have.
- trusts, real estate TAXES, and () CE CII
- homeowner's INSURANCE. Also CD CD () (D Property & Hazard

Condominium Homeowners' Insurance (If not- include land lease, mobile home ®®®( ( Fee Assoc. Fee included in Q 21)

lot rental, or berthing fees, if M Noe c Noe c Nne

- applicable Other housing costs Io
S such as utility and maintenance DOLLARS $ WZ ()C) per month $ $ $-.-- Write the

costs, etc. will be asked for later. numbers in
i (EXAMPLE if your payment (TiC CD i Cl ( i &D the boxes.

- is S550, enter 0550.) 1(1) D ()] DC D C, ) ±
MEM 12)CCD a) (CD(

FO RENTER AND OWNER
iDD 0 a D a -Tlhen fill

in the-MEM OD.1 C matching

- 22. Over the last 12 months, what was the AVERAGE D TV .i) D ovals.
M MONTHLY cost of all utilities (except telephone) paid CD CD C a)
- separately from other rental or home ownership costs? 1 cID IFL)

0 0 DOES NOT APPLY. No utilities are paid separately. a) G) (1)

I C Do not have a basis for estimating utility costs.

I For each utility, add all costs for the LAST 12 MONTHS and PLEASE BE SURE TO READ THE STATEMENT
S divide by 12 (If you do not know the costs for all 12 months. BELOW BEFORE SIGNING.

ask a neighbor in a similar residence for estimates for the
I missing months.) DOLLARS THE INFORMATION I HAVE PROVIDED IS ACCURATE

- Enter the average monthly cost for each per month TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE. (Before signing this
utility in the space below, then enter the -$ form, please review questions 5, 8. and 17 through 24.

- TOTAL at the right Make sure you have answered them correctly and whereT at ? you entered numbers, make sure you have filled in the
- Monthly Average (D (D CD matching ovals. THANK YOU.)

W Electricity ........... S C CD CD

- Natural Gas/Propane . S (1) OD CD
- Fuel Oil.......5______ CD®C _______________________

oSoal.......... S PRINT Last Name. First NameSIO! Wood/Coal ..... $ IS1

I Water/Sewer $ (.C. . iSgnature
I Garbage ....... s 6 )TOA arbag ........... WCDale (Year Month Day)

4 TOTAL S 3373A 015

- '-4- 3373A Ow', ar 01 9 54321



1990 VHA VERIFICATION SURVEY RCSDD-FM&P(A)76 Q --I

GERALD D MASTERS Proper Mark 1 I
DQKAAA 226-06-5711 I ( l
HHC 6TH CBT AVN BDE 6TH I U A

FT WAINWRIGHT AK 99703

QUESTIONS FOR MEMBER

1. What is the RESIDENCE ZIP CODE of the residence you 2. At the time you filled out your Spring 1990 VHA Survey, 1
reported on when youfifled out your Spring 1990 VHA how often were rent payments for the residence due? -
Survey ? Please mark one. 1

Monthly Weekly "
RESIDENCE ZIP CODE Twice a month ) Other -

I IiIi I iI Ii Every two weeks -

3. At the time youfilled outyour Spring 1990 VHA Survey,
1 how much total RENT was paid for this residence

2 PER PERIOD specified in Question 2? Enter the RENT -
3 in the grid below. For example, if it is $245, enter 0245. -

4 Include RENT ONLY.
5 DOLLARS per Period I

6 $1 -
7 0 -
8 10
9 2 00

3 00
IMPORTANT 4

Docunentation is required for Questions 2 and 3. 5
In the following 4 esons, "RESIDENCE" refers to the 6
residence zip code you entered in Question 1. 7

8-
MEMBER'S SIGNATUR E: 9
The Information I have provided for this verification is, to the best of my knowledge, accurate. -

Signature -

QUESTIONS FOR UNIT COMMANDER -

4. Which of the following documentation did you use to 5. Why was documentation NOT available? -
verify rent? Mark all that apply. Documentation -
dates must fall within 1 March- 31 May 1990. Does not apply-documentation was available. -

O Documentation was NOT available. (GO TO Q. 5.) S PCS C ETS C TDYI ave I

Lease/ rental agreement 0 Rent receipt(s) Other (specify):_ _ _ _

Cancelled check(s) 1

Unit Commander's personal verification. -

Other documentation (specify):_ _ _

UNIT COMMANDER'S SIGNATURE:
The information provided for this verification Is, to the best of my knowledge, accurate. -

Sigature Name (print) I

2 0/• Page =-2 -
, ~ . '.156 12.-88 SURVEY NETWORK" EU U * l



FAMILY HOUSING QUIESTIONNAIRE A Pont CONROL SYMBOL

(PieeSR lived rhe INSTRUCTIONS and PRIVACY ACT STA TEMENT on revers before completing this quest bonn.,re) DD-&L4A) 665 (Feeder)

NAREPSIISOW., 1 IN WHAT TYPE OF HOUISING ARE YOUJ NOW LIVING' ISELECI ONE 0.n Y,

L f ILVE INMILrTARYOOUSINGIA..SI.I A 01

IiI LINE IN MILITARY NOUING OFFIIALLY DECLARED
INtADECUATtE INAISwe' 51 0,

LOCAL ADORESS-TRIOIS THE ADDRESS WHMERE YOU ARE LIVING WITHI TOIR I* LIVING IN NUSO MILITARY P'IEFENENCE HOUSING
FAMILY IF YOUR1 FAMILY IS NOT WITH YOU INDICATE BACHVELOR ENLISTED ISECTsON 235)

OUARYIRE. SNIP. BOO. D01 WHATEVER IS APPRtOPRIATE.

I OWN DR AM SITTING A MOBILE NOME

L i I OWN O0W AM BUYING A HOUSE
3 RGANIZATION TO WHICH YOU ARE ASSIGNED AND DUTY PHOONE N)RSEEA [ Z IM" RENTING OFF-BASE CIVILIAN HOUSE APARTMENT

Na. NI. U-1 hn'MIF. IS R EE.RI ON MOBILE NOME

12 CONSIDERING YOUR PRESENT SITUATION WOULD YOU CROOSE TO
DUTlY "RONE NUMRBER __________________

LIVE IN MILITARYTMOUINCG
(SELECT

A YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERRETCVLAMOSN -

BUYTCIYSIAN DURING, CAL

13 NOW MANY MILES IS IT ONE W AY FROM TOUR LOCAL HIOME TO YOUR DUJTY

6 "AT IS YOUR PAY GRAhDE' (PCISL T X DR . bSS

OFFICE VLWSTER CIVILIANE -
[] -,0 E.0 GSI ITN 11 NOW LONG DOES IT TAPE YOU TO TRAVEL ONE AY MROM YOUR LOCA NOME

04 [J 4 GS.IIVNR TO YOUR DUTY STATION' IF.( 01151w SAPXIVSR Co.

1104 El, E Gs.INT MOR [HANGOMIT
0J ., [ E4 1.,2III 1 h

TV NO* Mtld, DOES TOUR MOUJSING COST YOU ON THlE AVERAGE PEN MONT"N' TI
[ 04 D ES ZSISSE. p0, U.IAINTV h-m -- WITTEI TIN 6-a AINI I WNEN ADDING UP YOUR

[J~ ~ 04 HOQWI VAUSING COST, INCLUDE THlE FOLLOWTNG ITEMS WHEN THIEY APPL.Y TO YOU

02c [D .2 [E [, W&29I~...PRRO RI

UNIV. R-N A-9. Il TR

NIARYOUR WAK THIS MOUNT O THE NERS DOLRADILS 7INTH BOXES

OTHERY .. f.01 019I T 1; OUR UUERAGE 1 MIYLY ROUS1I COST IS 5315 INI COR4ECT

L II WSIY SI1IS FGU.1 T PUT I TN ROOFS S

1 YOUR DEPENDENTS SO NOT INCLUDSE YOUR SPOUS

FOP PURIPOSES OF TOW SURVEY ADEPENDENT INo i~ i [GE1UPZI
-6 SMEEON E WOO COUITf TOWARD TOUR .RACNIEIGGORPRSN NCM N H OALCMUnT0 OPAYMNT AND WHlD WOULD NORMALLY LIVETACNDEIGTUPRSTINOENDTELALOMNTYOYU
WITO YOU 2FEEL TRAY THE 04OUSING YOU NOWTI LIVE IN IS SUITABLE OR UNSUITABLE'

31111 IT 4 SUIABLE
Alp -TI ft I. 1"S T NI xY SNOW U.O *M I .

XII AMF 6. M01 ITRI .4 RHM I T-I IT IS UN SUITA§BLE CAUSE Of

CJ OMPLETTENESS OF U1T1.11B1

~5III [1hZ STRUCTURAL CONDITION

& IS TOUR FAMILY LIVING MNTN YOU AT THlE LOCAL ADDRESS YOU
GATE IN ITEM 2' GOUINIENT

NEIGHBOROODO
6 NO MAINLY 96CNLSE AEQUATE MOUSING IS MO' AVAILABLE

C J J. MO GUT MT FAMILY NILL JOIN ME AT THIS [ I J1NLUMBER OF BEDROOMS
DkllY STATION -.- RR ONRS"R 0,

aIIII S M. MAINLY FOTHDIER REASONS I110 ORORAR RI COST

9FOR THOSE 0C YOU WOO ANSWERED Rt OR kn AND CONSIDERING YOUR I? IF You OWN DR ABE BUING A ROU OR MOBILE HOME ID YOU CHOOSE
PRESENT SITUATION WOULD YOU CHIOOSE' MOMS OWNERSHIP TO PREVENT REPARATION FRO0M YOUR FAMUT'

MILITARY ROUSING villYS

S CIVILIAN FIOLSING No

MY YOU ARE ROT PRMSNIVF ACOMPANSRD MY TOUR FSAIN IN BH IF19 YOU OWN 0R ARE BUYING A MOBILE HOMS AND IN OESTIN IR YOU
S*BA. TOU NAVE FRRBRIE TNE OSJBTOIORAIRS. PtAU SIGN TOW IDOCATED IT WAS UNSUITABLE FOR ONE OR1 MDRE REASONS WHAT D00
NAME ARO0 EINER IRE RATS ON 1,INEYI YOU BASI YOUR RESPONSE ON'

[ZJTHE MOBILE KOM!I ITSELF
1E PROW MANY BEDROOMS ARE TRERE IN THE ROUSING WOER YOU LIVE

T

lIVE MOBILE ROME PARR ONLY
7liE ROTH

IR SIGNATURE ND OATS

soBAN.I ORN,

DD FORm 1376 CO I RERS 2

I Jon 90 PRIVEME RESTIORE OR TIS PORM AR!t ORBL7SINs



INSTRUCTIONS

..se a pencil to complete the quesrionnaire. Print in the answers to the first four questions. For
the remainder of the questions, fill in the answer, or place an "X" in the box, as appropriate.

EXAMPLE: How many bedrooms are there in the housing where you live?

What is your marital status?

s MARRIED

I OTHER (Widowrd. diiorrcd. strlte.
/Sly stpe tred)

If you want to change an anser, be lure to erase completely. If a question does not apply to
you. skip it and move to the next one.

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

FOR

DD Form 1376 (1 Jan 80) - FAMILY HOUSING QUESTIONNAIRE

This statement is provided in compliance with the provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974
(PL 93.579) which require that Federal agencies must inform individuals who are requested to
furnish information about themselves as to the following facts concerning the information
requested

I. AUTHORITY Annual Milhtar Construction Authortation and Appropriation Acts

PRINCIPAL PURPOSEIS) To obtain information to determine whether the programming
of m diar. family housing Is nelessary at an installation

3. ROUTINE USE(S[ Used with questionnaire forms fidled out b) other Individuals to assist
in determining the need for the programming of military family housing at an installation, and
the extent of this need - number of units, rank, and grade types, and bedroom distribution

4 MANDATORY OR VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE. Voluntary. No effect on the individual

If information is not provided Further, the SSN. which is used for identification purposes, does
not have to be disclosed and disclosure or nondisclosure will not affect the questionnaire.

DD Form 1376 (1 Jo 80) (Back)

~J



LAST NAME . FIRST NAME - MIDDLE INITIAL GRADE (Chock applicable box) 0 0.1 [0.2 Q30.2 00- "0C 0.5 C3 0.

$RANCH Of SERVICEIf~jIck applicable box) SOCIAL SECURITY NO. TYPE OF DUTY (Check applicable box)

M ARMY 0: NAVY Uj AIR FORCE [:MARINE9S Q ATTACH&

ED THER (Specify)__________ 0: OTHER (Specify')

ORGANIZATION LNTOF COMITEMPLATED LOCATION OF DUTY STATION

TIENTAREA LENGTH Of PORES. (Do nor give APO No.)
ENT TOUR OF DUTY CITY COUNTRY

YEARS MONTH4S YEARS _I MONTHS

LOCATION Of RESIDE NCE OVERSEAS NOW LONG NAVE YOU LIVED PO OF DEPNETS V O CF2R a DIPND.
CITY ICOUNTRY IN YOUR PRESENT QUARTCRS STATION EL.SEWHERE

YEARS MONTHS3

____________________________TYPE f QUARTERS

PRIV ATE LEASE lO ROOM 10 FURNISHEDt

0 GOVERNMENT LgASIE 0 APARTMENT 0 UNFURNISHED

0 RENTAL GUARANTEE HOUSING 10HOUSE NO. or 01EDROOM41

0 OWNED my MEMBER 10TRAILER HdO. OF OATHS _____

ElOTHER (specify) jr7 OTHERs (Specify)
IF YOU LIVE IN RENTAL GUARANTEE HOUSING PROjJECT. GIVE NAME OF PRtOjECT AND NAMEC OF LANDLORD
UNIT DESIGNATION.I

if WITHOUT DEPENDENTS AT YOUR DUTY STATION. 0O YOU SNARE 'YOUR QUARTERS WITH HTW M1ANY OTHRS SHARE
ANYONE? (it ,rosa. only an& member of group should fll out tis term.) UARTERS WITH YOU?

Sharers show combined expenses of ashaIbirs maintaining quarters (Com~bined expenss should equal sum2
of contributilons of all sharers. DO NOT show your own expense only.)

SECTION A.- INITIAL OCCUPANCY EXPENSES
1,1ObEOWNER5: Mdembere who own or re purchasing the quarters they occupy at this duty station will not complete this Section.

Smow COSTS IN LOCAL CURRENCY UNLESS PAYMENT WAS MADE IN U.S. DOLLARS
Show costs a( Wilal* Occupancy Rzxpenos In this section. Normal household furnishintgs such as funture, drapes. and rugs WILL NOT be
reported. Do net include deposits for eIectrlelty. gas, rent, etc. Continue toreport yountalapenoee at tbis @tloi an all DD llama 376 pre-
pored while at tis stdtim,? @5511 If Incurred previous to the reporting period. V additional Initial expeses are Inlcurred subsequent to the first
report. Include *It such costs.

INITIAL COST I ESTIMATE OF AMOUNT
DESRIPIONOF TEMOR ERVCE ROCRE TO BE RECOVERED

DECITINO TM0 EVC RCRDLOCAL U.S. LOCAL U.S.
CURRNC DOLLARS CURRENCY DOLLARS

___________________________________________ E.ho ~t) _______ Show unil) _______

PLUMBING

GAS OR ELECTRIC INSTALLATION

SUPPLEMENTARY HEATING EQUIPMENT

PAINTING. PAPERING, -PLASTERING

SC RE ENING

SHELVING

TELEPHONE INSTALLATION

ORANGE. REFRIGERATOR. FREEZER
(inclu.de on.r when not normally furnished in, local housing and regal.

OTHER
lletmlee.- Us. Remark. block or continuation Put* It tecoeea7)

RE11MARICSt DOES LEASE OREQUIRE REDECORATING OR RESTORATION OF PRIEMISES UPON DIEPARTURE? (?I -,Yoe".* ialse
es*timated coat*.)

Q VEs 0 N

D FORMA PREVIOUS EDITIONS oF THIS FORM ARE OSS2OLCTE. St 12OJOO
JU 'aD 37 Iat5U



SECTION S. RECURRING EXPENSES

SIOW COSTS JM LOCAL CURRENCY UNLESS PAYMENT WAS MADE Jf U.S. DOLLARS. ONE IEM MAY BE DW LOCAL CURRENCY.
ANO2BE1[R JIV U.S. DOLLARS.

1. Place check maork i coitl to dense local currecy or U.S. Dolla. I local imrency. &bow w-it under month that It applies.

2. Show coets for 12 months or as many months as bowing has been occupied, If lese than 12. Enter yeor to which month applies. An 1Xoo will
be entered for each month for which housing was sot occupied.

3. Amounts will be reported in thie sectien for the month when the biU wa received or when the goods were purchased. Amounts will not be
porated. An "0" will be entered for months during which no bills for a particular item were received. Receipts. If aveilable, will be used
as a bases for reporting Costs. 9 receipts ere mt available, accurate estimates wiU be required.

4. Stats the anthlr amount of rent paid for your quafrters. V rent includes tilities. maintenance, or other expense, indicate this fact.

S. Maintenance and repairs will incJude minor repair expenses only which you re obligated by taw or lease to maks. Major items such as
plastering, paiting, rewiring end screening. wUJ be reported under Section A . Initial Occupancy Expenses.

4. Report taea required by local law or cuiae to be paid by the tenant. Specify name of tam. Do NOT report sales taxes.

7. IF you pay an amount which covers both food and housing. estimate amount for food and amount for housing In remarks section below.

8. HOME OWNIRI are to tomplete Section 3 in its entirety. Show on "3ENT- line. mn estimate of the current -FAI MARIt]T" rental value of
- Your c5urters

tChsc on*
.... LOCA J.S. Fee MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

RENT

E LEC.
TRICITY

OAS
KEROSIN_

FUEL OIL

COAL _

WOOD

WATER_

G AR SAGE
DISPOSAL

MAINTE.
NANCE
SRE PAIRS

TAXES
(Explain)

OTHER
(Explan)

I a MAr Its

SECTION C - CERTIFICATION
I CIINTIPy THAT TH6 INFORMATION APPrANINO DATE4 •INATUr
H9RoN I• TRUE. COMPLETE AND COmmaCT TO
THE 01 IIST OF TY KNOWLIEO0E.

FOR USE OF REVIEIfNG OFFICER
IEPEVCrWCO §Y (Slgnature)

S/N 0102-004.0401 a U a 0OVcah"INu T PSINTINO OFFIC6 1074-7u /'a/i41 I. A.'C77



INDIVIDUAL OVERSEAS HOUSING ALLOWANCE (OHA) REPORT REPORT CONTROL SYMBOL
Before completin, read Privacy Act Statement and Warning on reverse side.7 t OD-fM&P (AR)1697

PART A - IDENTIFICATION AND HOUSING INFORMATION
1. SERVICEMEMBEIR 3. SERVICEMEMBER'S RESIDENCE ADDRESS (tbt Apir ow., 01). C&ir,")

a. NAME (Larw. Finit. U irtiso

b. PAY GRADE c. SSN 4. EFFECTIVE DATE OF LEASE /RENTAL/SALE AGREEMENT (vvwJ&Eo)

d. DUTY LOCATION OR HOME PORT S. IN WHAT CURRENCY IS YOUR RENT OR MORTGAGE PAID? vx one)
(1) Station Name a. LOCAL CURRENCY Ic10pi .ofravvrrn orc ouyrntc~

b. U.S. DOLLARS
(2) City S. X THE APPROPRIATE BOX TO INDICATE WHETHER YOUR

RESIDENCE IS LEASED OR OWNED AND GIVE THE MONTHLY
(3) ounty Dty PoneRENTAL AMOUNT OR THE PURCHASE PRICE IN THE CURRENCY
(3) ounry () Dty PoneYOU SPECIFIED IN QUESTION S.

2. ARE YOU ENTITLED TO A COST-OF-LIVING OR OVERSEAS HOUJISING a. LEASED/RENTED (Enter moinrhi)yntbiiow if shanno.repowt YTtAL mtit

ALLOWANCE FOR DEPENDENTS RESIDING ELSEWHERE? (xime n~ot yoa shae )

a. YES apetofyivtno~) b .OWNED (Enter orvgn.iotprchane pnpe incude ontycot citofhorn. ExQLuVE

b NOorNOTAPPLICABLE ___ asing cas . cases. etc-)

HOMEOWNERS, SKIP QUESTION 7 AND GO DIRECTLY TO QUESTION 8.
7. ARE UTILITIES AND SERVICES (EXCLUDING TELEPHONE) PROVIDED/8.TDERMN IFYUAEA HRR FO HUSGAL

PAIDREEM OUEANLRDANARTFOR ETA/E LOWANCE PURPOSES ENTER AN X IN THE BOX AT LEFT FOR
AGREEENTEACH CATEGORY OF INDIVIDUAL OCCUPYING YOUR RESIDENCE.

FOR EACH CATEGORY YOU X. ENTER THE NUMBER REQ~UESTED
aNO. NONE PROVIDED IN THE BOX AT RIGHT THEN RECORD THE TOTAL INTHBO

AT THE BOTTOM. (NOtE. Do not count dependents unless covered
by category c)

b YES, ALL UTILITIES PROVIDED X a MYSELF1

C SMOMEUTIaLTE ROIE b SPOUSE WHO IS ALSO ASERVICEMEMBER (Enter '1')

(1)Eletriityc SPOUSE OR OTHER DEPENDENT WHO IS A FEDERAL
(1) EectrcityCIVILIAN EMPLOYEE ENTITLED TO A LIVING QUARTERS
_______________________________________________ALLOWANCE crnternumbeo

(2) Heating d OTHER SERVICEMEMBERS ENTITLED TO
A HOUSING ALLOWANCE (Enftmtwd~er

(3) Air conditioning (X of -. ndo.~ ion.O uad and landiard pro.,des e EXCLUDING DEPENDENTS, ANY OTHERS NOT
ejectnotyi COVERED ABOVE WHO PAY A PORTION OF THE

RENT. MORTGAGE. AND#OR UTILITIES (Enrer nber)

(4) Water or Sewer TOTAL (So thrmqh e) N tftAexceeds '1 . you are consodered a &sharer

9. IF BLOCK B.b. OR 8.d IS MARKED. REPORT THEIR SOCIAL
(S) Trash disposal SECURITY NUMBER(S) AND BRANCH OF SERVICE IN -REMARKS-

______________________________I BELOW.

PART 3 - REMARKS

PART C.- CERIFICATIONS
10. SERVICEMEMBER. Icertifythat: 111. HOUSING REFERRAL OFFICE (HRO)or APPROPPIATE OFFICIAL
a. The information I have reprrted is true and correct.
b. I will immediately inform my commanding officer if any changes occur I have reviewed and verified the member's lease/rental/sale

to the information I have reported, agreement and information from it was properly reported.
c. The attached co py of my housing lease/rental/salle agreement (or certifi-

cation from landlord) is true and correct. if a pplicable.aSINTR
d. I have read the overseas housing allowance briefing sheet provided by aSINTR

my commander or authorized representative, if a pplicable.
e SIGNATURE I DATE SIGNED 1.b TITLE cDATE SIGNED

12. AUTHORIZING OFFICIAL. I have reviewed and approved this action. If applicable to this action, member has read the overseas housing
allowance briefing sheet and is aware of histher entitlements and responsibility to report any changes.

a TYPE HOUSING ALLOWANCE ACTION (xone) fb EFFECTIVE DATE OF ACTION (Yvvuuoo)

(1) Start 1 (3) Stop 1 (5) 'CancelI

1(2) Change 1 1(4) Correct 1 (6M 'Report c DOES MEMBER HAVE COMMAND-SPONSORED (1) Yes
'For Air Force use only- DEPENDENTS7 1(2) No

d SIGNATURE e, TITLE f DATE SiGNEO

DD Form 2367. OCT 85



Privacy Act Statement

AUTHORITY: Title 5 and Title 37 U.S. Code; EO 9397 of November 23, 1943.

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: To determine eligibility for, to start, adjust or terminate Overseas Housing Allowance.

ROUTINE USE: In addition to being used by officials and employees of the applicant's military service in
determining allowance eligibility, the information provided herein is routinely provided to
law enforcement personnel investigating those suspected of fraudulently obtaining
allowances. Information may also be disclosed under certain circumstances to other DoD
components, other Federal agencies, members of Congress, State and local government, U.S.
and State courts. Social Security Number (SSN) is used for positive identification.

DISCLOSURE: Providing the information on this form is voluntary. Failure to provide the information will
result in an ineligibility for ar. a!!ow3nce determination. This form will not be processed
without your social security number.

WARNING: Making a false statement or claim against the U.S. Government is punishable by courts-martial. The
penalty for willfully making a false claim or a false statement in connection with claims is a maximum
fine of $10,000 o.- imprisonment for five years, or both.

00 Form 2367 Reverse, OCT 8S



ONGAXIZATON AND STATION DT

TO OISSIPG OFF ICEt
YOU ARt HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO OPEN, ADJUST OR CLOSE. AS INDICATED. THE PA(' RECORDS OF THE INDIVIDUALS LISTED sBioW

V EAR

ERVICE RUMBER LAST NAME-FIIST NAME -MIDDLE INITIAL REASON FOR CHANGE
AND USAN ____

FROM4- TO-

S~n0I Nat o (Evered by00 rYPED NAME ARC GRADE OF CIERTIFYING OFFICER SIGNATURE OF CLRTIFYINC OFFICER

________________________how___ AN____ W____________________________ ".0_____us_



HOUSING ALLOWANCE DOCUMENT AND CERTIFICATE REPORT CONTROL SYMBOL
(Regulation to be inserted)

TYPE OF ACTION START CHANGE I I CORRECT STOP EFFECTIVE DATE

PRIVlCY ACT STATEMENT

AUTHORITY: Title 5 and 37 U. S. CODE

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE. To determine eligibility for, to start, adjust, or terminate variable housing allowance, oversea housing allowance
and determine housing requirements and resources.

ROUTINE USE: In addition to being used by officials and employees of the applicant's military service in determining allowance
eligibility, the information contained herein is routinely provided to law enforcement personnel investigating those
suspected of fraudulently obtaining allowances. Under certain circumstance information may also be disclosed to Other
000 components, Federal agencies, members of Congress, State and Local governments, U.S. and State courts. Social
Security Number (SSN) Is used for positive identification.

DISCLOSURE: Providing the information on this form is voluntary. Failure to provide the information will result in an Ineligibility for an
allowance determination. This form will not be processed without your social security number.

WARNING: Making a false statement or claim against the U.S. Government is punishable by court-martial. The
penalty for willfully making a false statement inconnection with claims is a maximum fine of
$10,000 or imprisonment for five years or both

PART I - IDENTIFICATION AND HOUSING INFORMATION (Part I to be completed by Service Mer.]Der)

1 NAME (Last. First. M.) 2 PAY GRADE 3 ADDRESS (Residential. Inrlude ZIP Code)

4 SSN 5. DUTY STATION NAME~ 6 CITY AND STATE 17 COUNTRY 8 DUTY TELEPHONE

9 DO YOU RAVE DEPENDENTS 10 ARE YOU ACCOMPANIED BY DEPENDENTS7 11 DEPENDENTS ADDRESS (If Other than block 3 above)

QYES C] NO C] YES ] NO

12 IF NOT ACCOMPANIED BY DEPENDENTS. IS IT 13 EFFECTIVE DATE OF LEASERENTAL SALE AGREEMENT tY'YMMDD)
BECAUSE ACCEPTABLE HOUS:NG WAS NOT AVAILABLE' S b DEPENDENTS (Complete if block Iis filled out)

[3 YES C] NO

14 TO DETERMINE IF YOU ,i51E A 'SHARER' FOR HOUSING ALLOWANCE PURPOSES CHECK THE BOX AT LEFT CORRESPONDING TO THE
CATEGORY OF INDIV'D' - SHARING YOUR RESIDENCE FOR EACH CHECKED CATEGORY. SHOW AT RIGHT THE APPLICABLE NUMBER OF
OCCUPANTS AND THF TOTAL IN THE BOX AT THE BOTTOM

a MYSELF

b SPOUSE WHO IS ALSO A SERVICE MEMBER NAME SSN SERVICE

c SPOL E OR OTHER DEPENDENT WHO IS A FEDERAL CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE ENTITLED TO LIVING QUARTERS ALLOWANCE

d OTHER SERVICE MEMBER ENTITLE3 TO BASIC QUARTERS ALLOWANCE

e EXCLUDING DEPENDENTS ANY OTHERS NOT COVERED ABOVE WHO PAY A PORTION OF THE RENT, MORTGAGE AND/OR UTILITIES

f TOTAL 1Do nor count dependents unless covered by category c above ) (NOTE If result exceeds I' " you are considered a 'sharer I

PART I I - EXPENSES DATA AND OTHER ELIGIBILITY COMPUTATION (Part i! to he completed by Service Memoer)

5 tF AUTHORIZED HOUSING ALLOWANCE REQUEST IS BASED ON 
a 

MY PERMANENT DUTY STATION

b MY DEPENDENT'S LOCATION C BOTH MY PERMANENT DUTY STATION AND DEPENDENTS LOCATION

lea WHAT CURRENCY ;S YOUR MORTGAGE OR RENT PAID

0 U S DOC.._-IS _ _ LOCAL CURRENCY (Specify & report 4mounis in 16b or 16c)

16 b MONTHLY OWNERSHIP EXPENSES 16 c MONTHLY RENTAL EXPENSE,

SF P-PENDENF SELF DEPENDENT

(1, PRINCIPAL (i) RENT

(2) INTEREST (2) INSURANCE

13) TAXES (3) UTILITIES "

(4) INSURANCE (4) OTHER ($oecito

(5) UTILMTIES (5) TOTAL

(6) CONDO FEE MAINT COSTS n r
16) OTHER (Specify) CS- UTILITIES, SRVIC..S PROVIDE6 (Check as applicable) C ELECTRICAL

is) TOTAL - C '4EA7TNG C WATER E SEWER C TRASH DISPOSAL

DA FORM 0-1. Jun 87 P! )se)



PART III - DESCRIPTION OF ACQUIRED HOUSING (Part II/ to be completed by Service Member)

17 IS ACQUIRED HOUSING PERMANENT? 18. IS ACQUIRED HOUSING ACCEPTABLE? 19 NUMBER OF BEDROOMS.

E YES [] NO []YES [] NO

20. TYPEOFHOUSING. [] a HOUSE L] b APARTMENT [] c DUPLEX

d. MOBILE HOME El e TOWNHOUSE ] f MOBILE HOME PARK

21 IF ACQUIRED HOUSING IS UNACCEPTABLE. INDICATE REASON BY 22 DID YOU ENCOUNTER DISCRIMINATION? (if yes, Complete item b. below).
CHECK MARK

a. TOO EXPENSIVE f NO ELECTRICITY [ YES E NO

b. UNSAFE g. NO HEAT a.. TYPE OF DISCRIMINATION

c NO POTABLE WATER h NO HOT WATER E] RACE E COLOR [J SEX RELIGION

d NO FLUSHABLE TOILET I UNSANITARY

e TOO FAR FROM POST (One-way I NOT ENOUGH BEDROOMS' AGE E NATIONAL ORIGIN HANDICAP

MILES MINUTES k. NO SHOWER OR BATH b WHO DISCRIMINATED) 'Give establishment or address)

I. OTHER

PART IV - SERVICE MEMBER'S CERTIFICATION
23 I CERTIFY THAT:

THE INFORMATION I HAVE REPORTED IS TRUE AND CORRECT.

I WILL IMMEDIATELY INFORM MY COMMANING OFFICER IF (a) I AM ON LEAVE FOR MORE THAN 30 DAYS, OR IF MY DEPENDENTS (if applicable)
RETURN TO THE UNITED STATES, OR ARE ABSENT FOR MORE THAN 30 DAYS. OR (b) ANY CHANGES OCCUR IN REGARDS TO THE INFORMATION I HAVE
REPORTED

I HAVE READ THE OVERSEAS HOUSING BRIEFING SHEET PROVIDED BY MY COMMANDER OR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE. (if applicable) I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONDITION OF ENTITLEMENT TO HOUSING ALLOWANCES AND AM AWARE THAT I MUST RECERTIFY MY ENTITLEMENTS ANNUALLY
OR ON REQUEST.

THE ATTACHED COPY OF MY HOUSING LEASFJRENTALISALE AGREEMENT (OR CERTIFICATION FROM LANDLORD) IS TRUE AND CORRECT

SIGNATURE I DATE

PART V - VERIFICATION / APPROVAL (To be completed by Housing Officer and A00roving Officer)

24 HOUSING REFERRAL OFFIGER I HAVE REVIEWED AND VERIFIED THE SERVICE MEMBERS LEASE/RENTAL SALE AGREEMENT AND INFORMATION FROM
IT WAS PROPERLY REPORTED

SIGNATURE TITLE DATE

25 APPROVING OFFICER I HAVE REVIEWED AND APPROVED THIS ACTION SERVICE MEMBER HAS READ OVERSEAS HOUSING BRIEFING SHEET AND IS
AWARE OF HIS)HER ENTITLEMENTS AND RESPONSIBILITY TO REPORT ANY CHANGES

SIGNATURE TITLE DATE

PART VI - VHA COMPUTATION (To be completed by Finance Office only)

26 VHA ELIGIBILITY COMPUTATION

a 8AOOR _ h ENTER AMOUNT FROM 26d

b FSA TYPE I i ENTER AMOUNT FROM 26g

C VHA I SUBTRACT 261 FROM 26g

d TOTAL (Enter in 26h) q k ENTER AMOUNT FROM 26c

9 HOUSING COSTS I SUBTRACT 50% OF 261

I UTILITIESMAINT- f SUBTRACT 261 FROM 26k
TENANCE EXPENSE

(This is the VHA enlitlementl

g TOTAL (Enter in 26.)

It amount in 26g is greater than 26d STOP HERE)



VHA CERTIFICATE OR __St .stt M CHANGE E-- Date

(TO be completed Dy member) PART I - IDENTIFICATION AND HOUSING INFORMATION

I. Service Member 2. member's Residential Address (Street, Apt NO. City, County, And State)

a. MNME (Last. First, Middle Initial)

b. Pay Grade c. Social Scurity Number 3. Dependent's Residential Address (Street. Apt No. City, County, and S e

(If other than block 2 above)

0. Duty Location or Nomeyort

(I) Station Name

4. Effective date of Leasel/entalISale Agreement 7YIMMOD)
(2) City ad State (3) Duty Phone a. Member's b. Ondent's (Complete If tlocx 3

I$ filled Out)

5. To determine If you are a *s arere. Enter an X in the appropriate box at the left for each category of Individual occupying your residence. For eacr

category you mark with an X. enter the total number of individuals In that category in the box at the right.

o 4. Myself

b. Spouse who is also a Servicemeiber. Namne I SM Service

(Enter I and provide the following

data indicated.)

C. Spouse or other dependent who is a Federal civilian employee entitled to a living quarters alloance. (Enter 1)

d. Other Servicemembern entitled to basic allowance for Ouarters (Enter total number).

e. EncudIng deOendents. any others not covered above who oay a portion of the Rent, Mortgage. and/or utilities (Enter total numvel)

f. Enter the total of Sa through Se above. (Do not count dependents unless Covered by category c. If the result exceeds "1" you are

considered a 'sharer'.

6. Expenses. If authorized, I am requesting V5A based on:

r' my permanent duty station; my lependent's location; Q both my permanent duty station and dependent's location.

a. Monthly OlDuership Exoenses: b. Wonthly Rental Expenses:

(1) Princioal r _ (I) Sent J _

2) interest (___________ ____________2, Insurance ____________

31 nanes l 3) n Other _

SoeCifyl

!A) Insurance _____________ _____________

'5) Other (Soecify) _ _
T
otals

va'-aD' Housing Al !yance dVMA) AS ImplementeO to provide military members an allowance cased on the ciffennce between iemer S SAO inc the ace~a-

,ent a member oays. not to exceed the maimum ViA payable. If change$ Occur In residency. dependency. nmbe, of members s,,-ng rent. or monthly ent.

lot fy toPend/y ~onel 'd$bursing officer as soon as Possible. The Penalty for making a fraudulent claim/statement Is a maximum fine of $10.00.00 or

namaiium imprisonment of five years, or both )18 U.S. Code, Section 2871.

: :entify that I filly understand the ConditiOns of entitlement to VYA and my responsibility for oomntly notifying appropriate officials "hen changes

affecting my entitlemrnt occur. I further mnderstand that m must recertify my VA entitlement annually or is requested.

(Signature) (Date)

IM b otomleted b PrsonQIl1Admin) PLOT I- COMPUTATION

7. yeA ELIGIBILITY CDMPUTATION:

Colimn A Column 8

a. SAO h. Enter amount from "d.

0. FSA TYPE-I _. Enter amount from 7g.

C. VeA J. Subtract 71 from 7h. Enter difference.

4. TOTA, k. Enter amount from 7c.

(Enter total In ?hl
1. Subtract 50 of 7j.

0. Houang Costs

m. Subtract 71 from 7k. Enter difference.

f. UtilitylMlainte- This IN the member's VHA entitlement.

nme Eapemse

g. TOTAL

(Enter total in 7t)

If 60Oamt in 7i is greater thin Id, Stop here.



AUTHORIZATION TO START, STOP, OR CHANGE BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ),
RENT PLUS, AND/OR VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)

I I aHURl 1 1 3 7 SC 403. Puebelai ou 9 343. f() 9397.

lq NC IP \l. 1. lot HR S!' (S, 'I er sart, adtlus t ee t. r,,lafere militia, me ,e be r'ae, iil-eeeen tee basic aflon once for qjuarters (ItA Q) . rent plus. aced/or iorioble
,-osens2 (11 1 1 ) allotance
Vj * T!"t JSSIo adjustI Dci" ber's maltaon jeai riced. intife a tioc inias beoo discloed to At! co ,eoerients, suech as A P A k C. major conmn~ds. and othe r

altotions to orther I1a 01) ,ermieereie'i, tserch as .Arm% arid Nare . iIhir Fed( ral agiencies such as IRS. Soialio Serurits Admeeistrotin and VA. GAO, mean
Congress . St. t,' and Ilocal moicrnenct. I S and State eeu rfa. and various loae eefeoreemeet tage',ies. Soi~cal Securit,, Nunmber fSSAI is uded for pusitiue

I)i. C(LOtJ." Nil IS I,1. OLNT.4R5 in-dssclesere neae ri-ult tin eerieeeo men I oif B.4Q. re'nt plus. and/err VIIA. Lhiscleisur of Nerour SSA is eeIuntar' . louer,r
this form it all not bet processed u ethut eceoer SS.' b'caiisi- the Air Isorce Identifies vree for poe purposes be ,ur SSA.

NAME (last. I-irst. 11ll SOCIAL SECURITY NUMSER ~GRADE TP FATO

DUTY LOCATION einclude Stotieon.Name'. Cste DATE OF ACTION BAG TYPE SAT CNE

Stt.an 1'Cd _11D)WITH DEPENDENTS CHAG REPORT
PARTIAL I 1

WITHOUT DEPENDENTS d CRRECTI SOP

MARTIAL/DEPENDENCY STATUS QUARTERS ASSIGNMENT/AVA ILABILITY

SINGLE ASSIGNED ADEQUATE

MARRIED - SPOUSE A MILITARY MEMBER' YIES ENO QUAATRSENO

IF YES. SHOW SPOUSE*S SSN ________________________ QUARTERS NO. AVAILABLE

SPOUSE S STATIONi OF ASSIGNMENT____________________

DAT O MARIGEASSIGNED INADEQUATE ELECTION 1.1ee roin

m QUARTERS pie gtruee I- 7 rend ab-,
DIVORCED LEGA..LY SEPARATED E: IS FORMER SPOUSE A MILITARY MEMBER'

- r-'QUARTERS NO0
eYES -. NO IF YES, SHOW FORMER SPOUSE's SSN COMMANDER

FORERSPOSES SATON F SSINMNTFAIR RENTAL VALUE DETERMINATION
Itlochr'de

DATE OF DIVORCIE/SEPARATIONS

-ASSIGNED TRANSIENT TERMINATION DATE
DEPENDENT CHILD - CHILD IS IN CUSTODY OF MEMBER. E. SPOUSE. 1 FORMER QUARTERS

SPOUSE, OTHER. II lleer r 1)11 orne J17 lee e'stabli,h rde'-eenince I. DO YOU OR

YOUR SPOUSE RECEIVE CHILD SUPPORT FROM A MILITARY MEMBER' FEYES []ND RO

TO
IF YES. SHOW MEMBER S NAME/SSN/LOCATION

______________________________ DEPENDENTS/SHARERS (Conitinuac (an bock: ifri-guired) _________

NAME OF DEPENDENT SHARER COMPLETE CURRENT ADDRESS (leectede tile codr RE LATIONSHIP 006 OF CHILDRE N

CERTIFICAT ION OF DEPENDENCY SUPPORT

I certify that I p!''"or amn willing to provide adcquate support (see A FR 35 18; for the above named dependents. I am aware that

failure to support the above named dependents may result in stopping BAQ and recouping BAQ for any prior periods! nonsupport.

CERTIFICATION FOR MEMBER ASSIGNED TO CONUS IVHA)

I ICertify that the above is the corr'-ct duty location for the purpose Of Claiming an entitlement to X*HA.

CERTIFICATION FOR MEMBER ASSIGNED OVERSEAS 1VHA)

I Certify that the above is my dependent's address to be Used for claiming an entitlement to VHA. I further understand that I will
report any change of dependent's residence immediately to the Accounting and Finance Office (AFO).

CERTIFICATION FOR MEMBER OVERSEAS ENTITLED TO HOUSING ALLOWANCE IRENT PLUS)

I Certify that my rent is - (_____ statied in currency paid) being paid in fcurrenc) fet it-hitch rert t s paide and
utilities are/are not (lieu'c eie) Iincluded in m) rent. I am sharing with -military/ Federal member~s) and rent stated is my. share,

My rental least, expires - .Rental address is

Landlord's name. address and telephone Nfe

I further understand that I will report any' changes immediately to the Air Force (AFO and HRO).

ill li mmoodiatet nestele the 5 FI eet ate, rhoangr in the statu, of the dependents claimed abeese. nuch as disorce. marriage, death cc ece( en ieee'rlIentl quarters.
enlistment en the MajitAr,, servece. etc. I crrtltf that the inform'ation given regarding this authori/ation is correct-

lItl'l? I INi 7.ilakwie a false slatenent or claine againre the U'S Goteernment Is Punisable byv cousrts-martial The penaalte feer it tilftlle makting a false claim eor
a falste stalem'ent ine ceonne'ctioen tvitle claims is a nea imeem finse of $10,000 (or imprisonmeunt for 5 %pars,. or both.

DATE ISIGNATURE

,:ERTIF Y THAT I HAVE REVIEWED REQUIRED E VIDENCE AND ESTABLISHED DEPENDENCY OF ME MBER'S PRIMARY DEPENDENTS.

I CERFTIF Y TH-AT DOCUMENTATION TO SUPPORT PAYMENT OF BAG TO MEMBERF WITHOUT DEPENDENTS IS ON F ILE,

I CERTIFY THAT DOCUMENTATION TO SUPPORT PAYMENT OF HOUSING ALLOWANCE (SHA ORt Rb VT HAS BEEN REVIEWED

DATE SIGN _TURE OF CERTIFYING OFFICER

AF FORM 594, Sep 84 P-F Lo EDITION Wit t OE USE(0



PRIVACY ACT
A UTHORITY: 37 U.S.C. 403a. Public Law 96 -343, E.O. 9397.
PURPOSE: To start. adjustf or terminate a military member's e 'r.rVHA.
ROUTIN USE(S): information nsay be disclosed to other DOD agencies for pay-related matters, the Internal Revenue Service for tax information on
members. Social Security Administration for information on FICA gal deducted, Department of "Veterans Affairs for educational and group life insurance
information, and the Department of Justice for investigating or prosecuting violations and possible violations of law: the A merican Red Cross for
information concerning the needs of the member or dependents in emergency situations, the Air Force Aid Society to determine needs of a rnember or
dependents in emergency situations and for verification of loan applications, state and local governments for tax and welfare purposes, insurance
companies for allotment information and financial institutions for deposits and/or payments.
DISCLOSURE IS VOLUNTAR Y: Failure to provide all information, including Social Security Number (SSN) may result in nonpayment of VHA.

PART A -IDENTIFICATION. DUTY LOCATION, MARITAl cTATUIS

MARITAL STATUS (Check one)
0SINGLE

0 MARRIED TO A []CIVILIAN C3 MILITARY MEMBER (If militar-y, include name. SSN. branch of service, station and dale of marriage on line below.)

[JLEGALLY SEPARATED

EJDIVORCED i HAVE AN EX-SPOUSE WHO IS MILITARY. (Prot ide name, SSN, branch of ser-ice, station and date of diL'arcelsepa ration on line below.,

PART B -BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ) INFORMATION

am currently drawing 5 BAQ at the rate for members without dependents F-1 SAO at the with-deoendent rate 11on behalf of my spouse

F] on behalf of a ciiild of whom I have joint custodi (If so, child must be in your physical custody for more than 90 consecutive days to be entitled

to VHA) 5 on behalf of a child in my custody ffon benalf of a child in custody of someone eise (if child is in custody of a member or the spouse
of a member, provide that member's name, SSN., branch of service, arids-ration here)

PART -C - HOUSING EXPENSE DATA

MEMBER'S ADDRESS (City, state. and ZIP code) DEPENDENTS$ ADDRESS, IF DIFFERENT (City, state. ZIP code)

MONTHLY HOUSING EXPENSES SHARING STATUS ___

-DEPENDENTS ENTER NUMBER IN EACH CATEGORY THAT APPLIES M9R DEPNMEMBER (If dual expenses) a MEMBER

aRENT PAYMENT b CIVILIANS iincluding spouse) entitled to LQA

b MORTGAGE PAYMENT (PITI) ________________c MILITARY MEMBERS (ticlude spOuse,

c. MBILEHOMELOT EESd OTHER CIVILIANS (excluding dependents) WHO
d TOTAL (a -c) CONTRIBUTE TO HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES

MEMBER'S LANDLORO S NAME, ADDRESS & TELEPHONE DEPENDENTS LANDLORD'S NAME. ADDRESS & TELEPHONE fijdifferent/

PART D - MEMBER CERTIFICATIONS

1 CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE IS MY CORRECT DUTY LOCATION

SI CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE IS My DEPENDENT'S ADDRESS TO BE USED FOR CLAIMING AN ENTITLEMENT To VHA

I understand that my failure to comply with apolcable requirements may result in cancellation of my VHA Furthermore.,I understand that making
a false statement or claim against the US Government is punishable by court martial. anai that tt-e penalty for willfully making a false claim. or a
false statement in connection with a claim, is a maximurn fine o+ S 10.000 or imorisonment 0or 5 years. or both I will report any changes of
atoenaent's status or residence, as well as any changes in my housing arrangements (i e, sharers, location). immediately to the Accounting and
Finance Office (AFO). I also understand that my failure to comply with appropriate requirements may cause invoiuntary collection of any resulting

FOR ForUE NL



APPUCATION AND AUTHORIZATION TO START. STOP OR CHANGE BASIC ALLOWANCE
FOR QUARTERS (BAQ) OR DEPENDENCY REDETERMINATION

AUTHOAIT': 37 C 403. P k L634.-0.37. .. 3 PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
KisWS: Togsart.ediqat. or semina military mmes fttmntto SAO.

soll i Uesnformation may be discloed to tOe Internal Revenue SrVice for taN Information on mebe 60 Social security AUminhstration or Information on FICA tax deducted. Department of
VeeasAtisfor education andl group life insurancet #"formation. end the DeParme~nt Of JUstice for Irwestigating9 Of prosecuting violations and possIble violations Of -aw. the Amercan Ped Cross for

information concernirng te -ed ftei debrodpe dentsi m emegency Lituatbons. the Air Force Aid Society to dertermine needs of a member or dependents in emergency ituations end for
verif iatiors of loan aplpcaore. state and local gcnerninents for tax end welfare pufposes. insurantce companties for allotment Information and financil initntuton.. for deposit& and/or peyments.
Disi0st;t Voluntary. However, failure to Provide all Information Including Social Security Ndumber (SSy4) may reult in nonpayment of IIAO.

PART A - IDENTIFICATION & DUTY LOCATION HOUSING OFFICE or BILLETING OFFICIAL
1. NAME (LZAj1. irst, MI) NON-A VAILABILITY/ASSIGNMENT/TERMINATION OF QUARTERS

QUARTERS ARE NOT ASSIGNED Ql DATE:
2. SSN 3. GRADE 14. PHONE ADEQUATE QUARTERS [:]ASSIGNED ElTERMINATED

IEFFECTIVE DATE: UNIT is
S. DUTY LOCATION (Base, State. ZIP Code or Country) INADEQUATE QUARTERS Q ASSIGNED TERMINATED

EFFECTIVE DATE: UNIT II

PARTS0- MARITALIDEPENDENT STATUS TRANSIENT QUARTERS OCCUPIED.- UNIT II

6. [:] SINGLE. .NO DEPENDENTS L'_ EFFECTIVE DATES FRO[.'.: TO:
-- SINGLE,CLAIMING DEPENDENT(S) TITLE

MARRIED - SPOUSE IS A []CIVILIAN []MILITARY MEMBER
IF MILITARY SPOUSE - NAME. SSN. BRANCH OF SERVICE. STATION AND DATE SIGNATURE
Of MARRIAGE: I____________________

[J1 DIVORCED ______) LEGALLY SEPARATED ____t) DATE

7. NON-CUSTODIAL PARENTS: I PAY Dl THE FULL AMOUNT OF WITH-DEPENDENT RATE SAO OR[- S .00 PER MONTH FOR DEPENDENT'S SUP-

PORT BASED ON a. El DIVORCE DECREE, b. ElCOURT ORDER, C. [] LEGAL SEPARATION AGREEMENT OR d. [DWRITTEN AGREEMENT WITH
CHILDS'S CUSTODIAN

0.IE CLAIMBSAQFOR THE DEPENDENT ElIN 0l NOT INMY CUSTODY LISTEDBELOW (EfecveDate):___________

KNOE: ndicte the civilian dependent you art claiming and the relationship (i.e., spouse, legitimate, Illegitimate, incapacitated, adopted step-child or

(a) NAME (LastFarst.MI) (b) ADDRESS, CITY. STATE, ZIP ofCOUNTRY (c) RELATIONSHIP (d) DOB

9 IF DEPENDENT NAMED ABOVE IS ACHILD WHOSE OTHER PARENT ISA MILITARY MEMBER, ORTHE SPOUSE OF A MEMBER PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING,
NAME SSN BRANCH OF SERVICE STATION

PART C - MEMBER'S CERTIFICATION (Fnr msmh~wrv with dfrndvlnt.s)

[J I certsf that Iprovide adequate support (seAFR 35-18) for the dependents tamed above. tam aware that failure to adequately support the above
named depeusdenUs will result it stopping BAQ, and recouping allowances paid for any prior periods of uonsupport.
CERTIFKCA710N FOR MEMBERS RECEIVING BAQ FOR SECONDARY DEPENDENTS (Pare nt, adopted, illegitimate, incapacuated child or step-child) I
certiby Mwa this is my first application 0 YES 0 NO. If no, give date your last applilcation was filed._ _________
I understand that my failure to comply with the applicable requirements may result in cancellation of my BAQ. Furthermore, I understand that
ma king a faose statement or claim against the US Government is punishable by court martial and that the penalty for willfully making a false claim.
or a false statement in connection with a clm is a mosimumn fine of$1OOOO or imprisonment for 5 years, or both. I will report any changes of
detpendent's situsor residence, as well as any changes in my housing arrangements immediately to the Accounting and Finance Office (APO). I
also understand that my failure to comply with appropiriate requirements may cause involuntary collection of any resulting Indebtedness retroactive
to the date dhe enirment became erroneous.

MEMBER'S SIGNATURE DATE

OFFICIAL USE ONLY

STAR j ~ I TOP I ~ I IWITHOUT I WITH
DIPI I II DEPENDENT

DENOENCY DETERMINATION: I have determined that the above named individual is dependent on the member based on being El pwe

single member claiming legitimate child in custody of another El 1e itimrete child in single members custody. El parents. LJ stepchild.
audoptercid thinatitaetaed idvdualeis not e dependn on lid memberbl to mbea deednmmbria er. Resnfrdiapolae

I adte ue child E & naboveiad id El Isegnotechdn orn id memberbl to mberpedn omara er. Resnfodiapvlar
noted here.

I have niviae wed documents that support claim that member is S-7 orabove and no miliary necessity requires the member to reside on base.

TITLE OF CERTIFYING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE OFFICE ADDRESS DATE

AF Form 594. NOV 90 PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE AFO COPY



RECERTIFICATION STATEMENT FOR BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAG VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA),
OVERSEAS HOUSING ALLOWANCE (OHA), COST OF LIVIN ALLOWANCE (COLA),

AND FAMILY S EPARATION ALLOWANCE (FSA)
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

AUTH4ORITY: 37 USC 403. 403a. 405. and 427; E.O. 9397.
PURPOSE: To receritfy or update entitlsmrent to BAO. VHtA. OHA. COLA, anid FSA.
ROUTINE USES: Data coliectd an Wes form becomes part of tOe Joint Untiform Miltary Pay System (JUMPS), and may be routinly do-

olosed i accordance with the record system notice for JUMPS that appears in APPl 12-36. Rout'ma users of JUMPS
datI hikjd, but are not knlted to. the Itenal Revenue Service. Social Secuilty Adnrdstlrtiot. Veterans Administrationt,
and Stats and local governmnentsl.

DISCLOSURE IS Failur to provide the Iformation hIckxig SSN may rsult In forfeltura of BAO. VHA. OHA. COLA. and FSA.
VOLUNTARY:
NOTE: Mae" a false statanii or claim agaist the US Governent Is punisable by court martial. The penalty for willull

mait a fale claim or a false statemenit In cO=WiCtIon with a claim Is a maximun fits of $10,000 or imprivolnart for
5 years, or both. Faft to recertify deaendeite aridlor expensas you claitm wel stop BAD. VHA. ORA. PSA and COLA
payments.

PART A - IDENTIFICATION. DUTlY LOCATION. MARITAL AND ACCOMPANIED STATUS
1. NAIAE (Last. Past. W5) 2. SON 1S3 GRADE 14. DUJTY PlloNE-

S. h4EMERS RESIDENCE lBast.ll Apt. No., CiRY, state A ZP Code at Country) 5. DUITY STATION ISas State. ZIP CDat orCointtt)

?. I RESIDE I: (Check i1. j ORTRY [] FAMILY HOUSING 13 TEMPORARY LODGING FACILITIES 0j CONTRACT oUARTERS [] OFF SaSS

a. MARITAL. STATUS IChas ")s 0] SINGLE 03 W4Ea OLAa&tNO DENEN [3 o'oncD 0 LEGALLY SEPARATED 03 MARRIED TO A CIVLIAN

0 MARRIED TO A UILJTARV M.EMBER (Branol of go-Ams. Station) ____________________________

5li)) SPOUSE'S NAME I(). SON (If nitltary spoies) I (). OATS Or MARRIAGE TO CURtRENT SPOUSE

t10W. DEPENDENT'S NAk* (b) SEN (11 Kew) c). RESIDENCE (Addios.. CIty Mtat. ZIP oode a Casit) (d). RELATIONiSHt atO o

TOTAL. M..5.EFI OF DEPENDENT$ THJAT RESIDE WATmH ME..... Conanan Swonatd Dowatedous9.- N.a-Con.na awao.,sO - s11M. ("sto)

PART B3 - ENTITLEMENTS

iI RECEiVE MOa 03 wfwOUT DoCeiNT RATE [ 'ATH DEPENDENT RATE
0 WITH DEPENDENT RATS tliely, becis I pay st int snt

NOTE: Complete even If you do not Curroly, receive ORA or V*MA MONTHLY HOUSING EXPENSES
t2. I AM REPORTING HIOUSING0 EXPNSE DATA FOR MEMBSER DPNET

o[3 OKA 0] DUAL HODUSING. (Ea Mnt~nto on eams) EFF DT 01 DNA 0 viv, EFF oT 0 oiA 0 'dNA

a Foreign currency used to pay htousig expenss

b Rant or Derived Ant"___
e Mortgage Payment (VHA only - PITI)_ ____

d. Lot fee for mobile homes (VHA only) _______ ________

a Prope"l Insance - (VHA only - If not Icluded i rent or mortgage) _____

I. Propert Taes )VHA only - If not Icluded I rent or mortgage) _____

g. Total of biut (b) trough (f)__________

h. (OHA old),): My rent does niot iclude the f ollowig uttie and services:
0 Electricity 0 Heatig 0 Air Condtiltt 0 Water anid/or Sewage Trash Disposal

'A3 RSDEE ICEANTRATS ETR=NUW

C sw abet.f V 5allw tuent spre, iftS an xise I ay dida affle snil sNans, Seci #Is- datsy Wt,, iy,, Scto i e
OR Dlale Inw wE a~ _ _ _ ___.

0, tlial a ofnta anyll 55olaw nape Q)woo"Iiiyo h aiuistne its pnae oistfy ~sewi _______si t._____
(Ol___Total of n e lintteis wwnt o mu ma 0551(a)t U s.atit0 .malles (d) nyisiwsone

tia haw CO R M.14 adstin a re le~a ad P05 l I &V~t Mocy d ain esl~ not lkii. C dtye ald Stato at Osatitry IS______________

C M0I i-W PM to p., - Ots t0 b. WP-vU. 0tsa~i Pseano FaA Itoa.e o.")oit -ete aftEas Fa s' esto PEA ntyoccup

toeisid . I.ii ta - 1 15501, suw ndwOells the an tatis Si in.com Sisl ea Of P0. prUd ve ais by SI' ei in ~stel is eath taton. Nil

er PART .

CI.VA aft) 5neanlter *Wven ) t ofties toy sta 1iso wall i o. ha depow leadligI he localnt &i l 1 nunt Siaoyf Wl spandu ty istha Pil y ofl

Aist to, COLAofo Oamt ls at anld @I sotd POOI ai t tIn eatn a. 1 mieliin sell.Ct n Saeo o
0NAt. OF 60E D

d. 1":n 967 1.~~J removeN USA 055,0(ZTIW[Eos.f vesa * &A 1 3 ItyImf ffblFl mwsnw"FAtp



riV LI ? VMNKAL UrHCtL IiO) or APPROPRIATE OFFICIAL - I have reviewed and vortfied the memnber's leaselrentall purchase agree-
ment -and information from it was prope"t reported.

NAME M0. TITLE1Jt OT

FOR AFO USE ONLY
I certif that I have reitwed the member's supporting documentation to support payment of entitlement.

tNAN M IXTtt. OF CVTVWJO4 OFFICIAL I 80NATU16~ DT

o START 0 OMANOS 0 CORRECT 0 CANCEL. Q REORT Q STOP IEFFECTVE DATE ffyVE*DO

o PARTIAL& Ao Q wmlhoIJT O-Ew Aci 0 WITrH DEPEENT BAD 0 C'.'ERsF-t"DUs&4o ALaOvh&cE W NW vvr oEroPuzENTyViA

o WTT14 DEPENCENTviA ] FSAi Q FsAi Q coLA FOR oEpvEtiNs Q COLA FOR 5E

INSTRUCTIONS TO MEMBER
AFM 177-373, Voltrre I requires miitary memrbers to reoientty, BAQ. FSA. VHA. OHA and COLA. Please complete your recertification
form and returni to yo Acounteing and Finance Office (APO) within 30 days of receipt. These Istructions are provided to assist you hI
the preparation of terecertIficatlon form. The information NWd Instructions should not be used as a guide to the entitlement reqiremints.
If you have any qustions about how to comertet tise form oryo are unsure of you entitisment elgibety, you shouid ca or visit you'
Woalt AR) for assistance. Sign the. reverse of the original In blck1.

1.MEMBERS RESIDENCE - ft you had a POS move since last recertification, note your prior residence, City. etate, ZIP code. or
c xvtry the length of tehInh residence anid date you moved out. In the remarks sectilon or on a Wserte sheet of paper. If your home
of permanent residence is different than your current residence provide In remarks section.

2. MONTHLY HOUSING EXPENSES - If you and dependents reside In the eama residence, report rent or mortgaoe ex enoe In the cokuivn
marked 'Member'. If You and Your dependents reside I separate residences$ reotrnt Or mortgage expenses thi bo COInns,
separately whether you are entild to the VHA amotos or to a dual housingaow ce

3. RENT - (For OKA) - Report in the currency i which paid except when YOU pay Month" rent at a specifed fixed rate of exchange (dolar
equidvalency contract)I rather than at a fluctuating rate of exchange. in the came of dollar equivalency contracts enter the U. S. dollar equtva-
lent of the monthly rent In blocks 13b or 140.

4. DERIVED RENT (For member who owns or Is bu~yig a home overseas) - Ift you are purchasing yoaw residence. the 'rent' amotltt
reported block 13b and/or 14b Is derived by dividig the puchase price, reported In U.S. Dollars, by 120. Do not Include settlemnent
costs, fees for the title search, other rsiated costs In the purchase price. Report rent In the ouTrency In which paid. Include in 12b In col-
umnsa marked 'Member' and/or 'Dependents'.

5. SHARING STATUS - When other Inividuals (exckpdng dependents) contr~ue toward the rent or ownership expense. Include the ful
rent amounit that Is paid by all sharars. not AMs the portion paid by you. Example: two membere Short a residence and pay S600. Each
member reports rent of 11600. NOTE: Ift any changes have occurred I your housing expenses or sharing statue Since your last Lre) certift-
cation or that have not been reported previously to your AFO. attach copies of appropriate housing expense documentation to AF Form 967
when you are retuarning your recertification form.
6. COLA - If you are ashoo member whthout dependents and reside I government quarters (dormhitory,). you must Inicate whether
or not you receive SAS to determin*e If you are entitled to ful COLA or to the 47% rate COLA.

16. REMARKS

FOOTNOTE$:
1. Ilf the dependent child is In the legal custody of another, show the following In block 18, dependents name, nams of custodion.
re lOaShip of depemdenl to custodian. If the custodian is a military member show name. SSN and brancht of servire in block 18.

2 Check this box If you are serving an unaccompanied overseas tour (Including Alasha A Nawaii) and neither you nor yo- dependents
reside in government quarters. and you receive either 0HA or 'dHA (single rate) for yourself and I/HA (dependent rate) f, dependents.

3 'Providing your housing expenses, even though you may not currently receive VHAOHA. will ensure payment of housing allowances
in the event you later become eligible.

4. If the number of sharers has changed since the last (refcerttficatlon show date of change.

5 If your divorce decree or separation areemennt does sot require dependent support or if the support required is tess than the
diffeec bewe you ith" and 'wllhoult dePendent BAQ rates you may need a written aemn iho nb

deedent .to ulf for with dependent rate A&. For further Intformation consult your locarATrO.hl fyu

6. If 6 Other" is checked, explain In box 1&8or On a separate sheet of Paper.



APPLICATION FOR ASSIGNMENT TO HOUSING 1.TYPE HOUSING DESIRED soneorbamij (Beta,, Co.ptn%* form. mad Prm.Cy Act StaffffMnt a Ifll0tP~,f 0n MyVeI") I .MILITARY b.j CfOMMUNITY

SECTION A-APPUICANT IDENTIFICATION AND FAMILY DATA
2 AME (Last F~nthiMdIt~e W 3. MARITAL COPOEN

DRESS (Stet~ Oty Stat, Zip Code) 6PAY GRADE j .M RI A STATUS 8 A A i

10. TELEPHONE NUMBER 11. STATUS (mome)
a. HOaME (AreeCode) b. DUTY (AIutoM*- aMLTARY b. MILITARYI EMER SPOUSE CIVILIAN

12. MILITARY CAREER INFORMATION (CIVYLLNS SKIP TOQUESTION 13.) 13. INSTALLATION/ ORGANIZATION TRANSFERRED FROM
(Enitr d@MnI YYaMoroder.) MILITARY APPLICANT MIUTARY SPOUSE

a EFFECTIVE RANKJIATE DIATE _________

b ACTIVE DUTY SERVICE COMPUJTATION DATE _______14.INSTALLATION/ ORGANIZATION TRANSFERRED TO

CTIME REMAINING ON ACTIVE DUTY (MO1)________

4 ESTIMATED ROTATION DATE

e REPORT DATE _______IS. I AM SEPARATED FROM MY 16. 1 REQUEST HOUSING FOR (oone)

I ESTIMATED ARRIVAL DATE DEPENDENTS (zone,.ilakwa. ULF ONLY

g DPARURECONS DTE ~.'J f~~ A RI 
7 

L1 b SELF AND DEPENDENTS

IN EFFECTIVE CHANGE IN DUTY STATION I_____I__ AOCUNTARIY 1 JJD NITEM 1

17. DEPENDENTS RESIDING WITH ME (If mroit i enoed, continut on plain pa 1 .t I_____________

NAME(LaE. INE.M~dbe DATE OF I DEPENDENCY AUTHORITY g.REMARKS 04andK&Ae&" erhbgn~me
BIa NAE(atFrt W*fwjQON c AGE d SEX a. RELATIONSH4IP (DO Penn 13)9 epctd ddtoet fa"Iey ott)

_______________________ yYUUOO) _____________ (YYMDO0)

SPOUSE

SECTION 8- HOUSING DATA
III. TYPE SERVICE DESIRED (.aw,4 19.DATE HOUSING NEEDED 20. LOCATION PREFERENCE I .PRICE RANGE

a MILITARY HOUSING tryY&Ioo) -0mANI ~ng (Coniny Hos~no

b HOUSING REFERRAL SERVICES 1 1
22. HOUSING DESIRED (x(i).(vllnappcad.tllubfmtwnd1 wnt IreoNoon(MS.) ________

(1) HOUSE I PURCHIASE I I(4) ROOM (7) SUBLET ~ (0) FURNISHED i- 1(13) NO BEDROOMS

(2) HOUSE I RENT (3) ROOM & BOARD - (S) TRANSIENT (1I) UNFURNISHED 1(14) NOB AMS

(3) APARTMENT (6) SHARE (9) MO BILE HOME (12) MOBILE HOME PARK j(SI PET5 (Yen/Ida)

23. REMARKS

24. MANDATORY HOUSING CERTIFICATION (UImtaiyroe,) 25. SIGNATURE OF APPUICANT 26OATE SUBMITTED
In the event assignment to housing beoe 4.DO (VyAMDOI
mandatory. this is to certiy that I ra one) ...-

desire a waiver to reside in community housing. b. DO NOTj

SECTION C- DiSPSITION (To be completed by Family Housing Office.)
27. MILITARY HOUSING __ _________23. COMMUNITY HOUSING
0APPLICATIONE RECEIVED b. APPLICATION EFFECTIVE APPLICANT NOT PLACED ON A HOUSING WAITING LIST (snapcal) d. ACCEPTABIUITY VERJFICATION

(VVYjMOO andPe) (YYVM~DO)
_______________________(1) Applkant Inwelqebe for M1l1a" Hoywrn

C- 00 FORM 1747 SENT ORt IL HOUSING AVAILABIUITY (2) No raaowo attar #wttW apulction (Ndoait
GIVEN TO APPLICANT (Indkcato de1 appikAk boa(us
(VYMMOO WMIZtarOFVp oinarwd in from 4. onw t747) b. LOCATION OFHOUSING (Ftanet. 01)y. State. Zip Code)

APPLICAN4T PL.ACED ON THE t. EFFECTIVE PLACEMENT
F OLLOWING HOUSING WAITING LIST: (ryVMIOO)
(lNme SePllCSede. coonepietetia)

I F HOUSING ACQUIRED IS UNACCEPTABLE. INDICATE REASON(S) (a a appkcabde)

'OOMS REQUIRED hI. OATE ASSIGNED[ (VYMMU()OO9PNSV S)USF (9) MO POTABLE WATER

(2) NO0 ELECTRICITY ()NHE?(10) NO FLUSHABLE TOILET

HOUSING UINT ASSIGNED omm ()N HTWTEdt UeNUR 11 O FRFOMBS

(4) 40TENOGH () N SHWER(One way coo"Muqtei

WFR %O AmMI.F% ,FEU'F',



APPLICATION FOR ASSIGNMENT TO HOUSING (Continued)
Privacy Act Statemnent

AUTHORITY: 5U5IC 5911 & 5912.
PRIJNCIPAL PURPOSE: To identify customer needs for assistance and housing requirements.
ROUTINE USE: To initiate housing office action in providing housing for military and eligible civilian personnel.
DISCLOSURE: Voluntary. However, failure to provide the requested information will result in our inability to

assist you.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
This form provides the Housing Office with more timely and accurate information and will be used to provide you
with military andifor community housing. All items not listed are self explanatory. SECTION A (APPLICANT
IDENTIFICATION AND FAMILY DATA) and SECTION 8 (HOUSING DATA) are to be completed by the applicant.
information on military spouses is now being requested for Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAQ) entitlement which
must be Included on your Military Pay Order which is forwarded to your respective financial center.

SECTION A-APPLICANT IDEN71FICATION & FAMILY DATA SECTION B - HOUSING DATA
item 4. DoO Comporets - Army, Navy. Air Force, etc. tern 1ii. Type Service Required -

i S. Address - Enter complete current address (stret number andi Military Applkants - if temporary community housing is desired
name, dpartmenit numnber, city, stat c/country and the nine-digit zip code). while awaiting miiitary housing, mark both boxes in item 18. and

answer all questions.
(Itms 81&9 are used in Equal Opportunity Off-Base Housing Program.) Civilian Applicants - Mark the box 'Housing Referral Services'
item 8. Race - Enter the appropriate number. In Item I 8b, and answer aii questions.TVWimerican Indian or Alaskan Native item 20. Location - Enter the location you would like to reside

2 -Asian or Pacific Islander(iexzAM Xvrwll U)
I - Back 4- Whte 5 Othr 4pefItem 2S. Sioliatur - The applicant must sign the DID Form 1746.

Rtem 9. Etiiit - Enter the appropriate number. Itom 26. Date Submitted - E nter the date the application was
I -Hispanic Origin SUbmitted to the Housing Office
2 - Not of Hispanic Origin

item 12. Caee infomtn(MaiyApatlitr SosOn) SECTION C - DISPOSITION
-Enter dae nore Of YVMMO (September 2S, 1985 would be (To be completed by the Housing Office)

entered as 850925) Item 27. military mousing -
a E nter the date your curren'trate /rank was effective. a. Application Received - Enter the year, month, day and h
b. Enter your active duty service Computation date. the application was received in the Housing Off ice
c. Enter thie time (On months) which you have remaining on active b. Application Effective - Enter the date of change of dut

duty. station (Line 121,) if the application is received with in five (5
d. Enter your estimated rotation date from the installation to which days of this date Otherwise, the date the application is

you are applying, received in the Housing Office will be the effectivie (control)
o- Enter your official report date (from your PCS ordery). c.date.

cDO Form 1747 - Enter the date that the DO Form 1747 wasf. Enter your estimated arrival date. sent to the military applicant.
g. For applicants assigned oveseas enter the date you deported from d. Housing Availability - Enter the item letter for the

CONUS applicable box(es) marked under item 4 of the DO Form 1747
h. Enter the effective date you were dropped from accountabilit at returned to the applicant.

your Previous dut station and gained on the rolls at your new duty e. Waiting List - Enter the tidentificatior of the assignment
station for recordpu rposeils. For over seas assignment, enter your waiting list(s) to which the applicant is assigned,.
date of departure from CONUS. f. Effective Placement - The effective date and time of the

item 13. Installationl/ Organization Transferred From - aoplicant's placement on the list(s).
Enter the name of the installation you transferred from. g. Bedrooms Requirement. Enter the number of bedrooms

required, based on dependent data in item 17 and bedroomItemli14. lisallationiforcaniztTrasfrrEd To- requirement crrteria in DO0 Instruction 41654
Enter the name o1 the Installto towhich you are applying for h. Dat@ Assigned - Enter the date the unit was assigned.housing. Include the name of the Organization I Department you will i. Housing Unit Assigned - Enter the address of the housing
be assigned to. unit assigned.
item 17. 002en nts 111Slnawith Me - Item 2. Community Houino -
a. through a. List requested data for all authorized dependents who a Applicant NOT placed on a Waiting List - mark the

will be resiing witis you. appropriate box(os) as to the reason why the applicant waseffetiv dat whch tosedepndens lstedwer b.not placed on a Waiting List.fEnter the efetv aewihtoedpnet itdwr .Enter the aJdress of the housing leased or purchased by theauthorized to become your legal dependents (D0 FormW 137) applicant.
g. Provide the Housing Office with Information regarding anc. If thehosn lcaindcrbdnItm2bs

mht diapinlen o prfrseca fmily hellth problems whic4 unacceptable, check the appropriate box(es).Mihtinlunc yurprfeene ora particular type of housing d Describe the process used to verify the unacceptability of the(0-0., sing" level WI. two Story, ramps for wheelchaers, expected housing described in item 26c: (eg. how verified (on siteaddtions to famrily, etc). inspection), date. vrifier's nmm and title. etc.)

SECTION D - HOUSINGREFERRAL CERTIFICATE
On thi date I have received a listing of the existing housing In addition., If any facility refuses to rent or sell to me or I h&--

restiton approve by fte Department of Defense, and I will not reason to bellee" Iam being discriminated against.! wiN prow
reside In any IIpoperty on the Doo restricted list. I have been briefed on notify the Mousing Office.
(1) the services provAied by the Housing Office and (2) the Doo program
en equal oppestunrit fair military personnel in off-bases housing. 1 29. SIGNATURE OF APPUCKANT 30. DATE MINEI

und isan I em orequire to complete and return D0 Form 1670
*11o1011flitation of Housing Selection.' when housing has been obtained.

DO Form 1746 Reverse,* APR 86



NOTIICAIONOF HUSIG SLECTON OTEComplete and return to Off-Base
NOIFCAIO F OUIN SLCTONNOE:fousingm Referral Office NLT:___________

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT: AUTHORITY: 10 usc 133. PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: To provide information to the
liousing Referral Office on the results of a military individual's efforts to obtain housing In the community. ROUTINE
USES: Information reported will be used to ascertain if the individual has found satisfactory housing, as an indicator of
the off-base housing situation. for Potential tuture listings,. and to report referral accomplishmeoits and status of un-
housed individuals to higher headquarters as required. DISCLOSURE: Voluntary. However, nondisclosure of inform&a-
tion would hamper the efforts of th, :.Lsa fleferrail Office to effectively house military personnel In the community.

NAME (Print or type last, first. rnitudle initial) GAE DATE

ADD0R E SS fSrect. cit'%. state and ZIP Code)

[I HAVE NOT FOUND PERMANENT OFF-BASE HOUSING TO DATE

L1 PAVE FOUNi'. THE FOLLOWING OFFr-BASE HOUSING: ETEMPORAR Y IPE RMANENT (Checft bWtwi
HOUSE FURNISHED RENT IQ FBD

_____ROOMS

APARTMENT UNFURNISHED SALE

MOBILE HOME PAK ROO M AND BOARDE COSTIPRICE

MOBILE HOME PAK ROOM ONLY SHARE

I FOUND THE ABOVE OFF-BASE HOUSING THRU

[HRO LIREALTOR Li- NEWSPAPER [MOTHER (Specifyt _______________

EIF'ROJECTIDEVELOPMENT NAME___________________________________

LI AM SATISFIED WITH MY OFF-BASE HOUSING

.11 AM NOT SATI1SFIlED WITH MY OFF BASE HOUSING BECAUSE

7JITOD SMALL Fj]TOO FAR FROM BASE ETOO EXPENSIVE LIOTHER (Specif/__________

UL-DISCRIMINATION DUE TO EZRACE [:]COLOR ESEX LIRELIGION LINATIONAL ORIGIN
SATISFIED WITH HRO SERVICE: IYES LNO SIGNATURE

DD Form 1670, 1 Jun 78 EDITION OF I NOV 73 IS OBSOLETE,



APPENDIX D

TIME AND COST ESTIMATES
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TIME AND COST ESTIMATES

The value to DoD of the suggested alternatives to the current process for

collecting housing data can be expressed in two ways: in terms of time lost or in the
cost of executing the process. In many ways, time and cost considerations overlap;
however, time lost is an important factor because it is a distraction to force readiness

that cannot be overcome with additional spending.

ASSUMPTIONS

The LMI time and cost model is necessarily limited. The intricacies of
portraying step-by-step costs of manual and automated systems operating in parallel
in several modes across four Services would be a major undertaking beyond the scope

of this study. Our objective is not to provide detailed cost estimates but reasonable

cost comparisons. To do this, we have adopted a parametric apprcach.

The effectiveness of such an approach depends on the assumptions used and the
basic data entered into the model. Our assumptions are provided in Table D-1.
Again, our objective is to provide a relative assessment of costs. As will be seen

shortly, each proposed alternative reduces the manpower requirements. To ensure a
fair comparison, we have been quite conservative in our assumptions of labor costs

and processing times. In particular, we have made conservative estimates of Service

member (SM) wait times, we have charged only 5 minutes travel time to or from the
appropriate offices, and we have used only direct salary figures (overhead rates often

add 50 percent to those figures).

We used the FY89 number for all SMs drawing basic allowance for quarters
(BAQ) in CONUS, since all are currently part of the survey processes. If we had

entered SMs drawing BAQ while overseas, the savings projected for the new
alternatives would have been somewhat higher; however, with the special
information needs of the overseas housing allowance (OHA) process, it was not clear

to us that the consolidation would include OHA and we decided to omit those

additional savings.

D-3
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TABLE D-1

ASSUMPTIONS

Number of SMs drawing allowances 1,028,029a

Average salary of SM $18,000

Average salary of chain-of-command $20,400

Average salary of staff representatives $18,000

Cost of VHA rurvey processing $250,000

Overhead per client interaction

Contracts 40%

Personnel 200%

Finance 80%

Housing 120%

Frequency of event per SM per year

BAQ certification 0.4

VHA start 0.35

VHA certification 1

VHA surveys 1

Housing survey 0.2

Cost to produce form $0,009

Cost to microfiche form $0.041

Cost to ship form $0.003

Total $0 053

Calculated: salaries per minute

SM $0,1563

Chain of command $0.1771

Staff representatives $0.1563

Note: VHA = variable housing allowance
I SMs drawing BAQ in CONUS, FY89 (Source: OSD -Compensation) Of those.

814,379 draw BAQ with dependents

D-4
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We chose the average salary of an SM as E-7 with 12 years' service, drawing
BAQ, with a variable housing allowance (VHA) of $100 per month. The average
salary of the chain of command was for an 0-2 with 3 years' Service, BAQ, and
$100 in VHA. [This represents a chain composed of senior noncommissioned officers
(NCOs), company- and field-grade officers.] The average salary of the various
Personnel, Finance, and Housing Office staff representatives was set at the same
level as the SM population. The cost of the VHA survey processing is based on the
most recent contract awarded by the Office of the Secretary of Defense Per Diem and
Travel Allowances Committee - referred to as the Per Diem Committee.

The burden estimate, and eventually the cost estimate, depend largely on the

time assumed to process each transaction. While the participation of the SM and the
chain of command are relatively easy to portray, the complex processes that occur
after the initial customer interface has concluded are more complicated. We havc

shown this as a time-overhead rate that represents the work elemetA of processing
and filing the forms once the SM has completed them properly and left the field office.

In general, finance transaction forms are completed at the point of interview,
keyed into a local terminal, and transmitted in batch mode to the Service Finance
and Accounting Center (FAC). They require little intervention, aside from periodic
q~ality control audits. We have assigned an 80 percent overhead rate to account for
limited supervision and the cost of maintaining the central system.

Housing transactions differ widely for each Service. In some cases, they are
entered into a computer during the initial interview; in others, there is no significant
automation. Even where automation exists, the BAQ forms are reviewed and
transmitted to Finance. A certain amount of overhead is required to account for the
forms and to monitor their quality. In addition, because housing data are not

centrally linked to other echelons of command (except in the Army), there is a

significant overhead for research to respond to queries and to print reports. We have
assigned a 120 percent overhead rate to account for this. We have assumed that both

the housing survey data anaiysis process and the Army's Segmented Housing Market
Analysis (SHMA) will conti.. ie to be required. In fact, this assumption is open to
review; further savings would accrue if either process could be eliminated.

Personnel transactions are a small part of the overall activities reviewed for
this study, and housing allowance data a, a only a small part of the wide range of data
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collected by personnel activities. However, in all Services, personnel functions are
labor intensive, with centralized mainframe computers usually fed by batch or
manual input. Thus, the SM usually provides the information to a local office that
records it on paper; then the data go through several levels of conversion before
becoming part of the master database. As a result, the actual time taken with the SM
is limited, but a significant amount of activity occurs after the transaction. We have

assigned a 200 percent overhead to personnel activities.

Based on the approaches announced for FYc1I, we have assumed that (in the

absence of a consolidation) VHA certifications and the Per Diem Committee surveys
will be performed annually for all affected SMs. The housing surveys will continue to
be performed as a census at many bases, as a survey at designated bases, and not at

all at many bases (including the entire Army). We have therefore assumed that only
20 percent of SMs who draw BAQ will be required to complete the housing survey.
Although that survey historically has a low response rate, we regard that to be a
command issue and believe that the effort to account for the surveys that were not
completed is at least as great as the effort to process the surveys that had been
completed. Since military families relocate every 3 t0 4 years as standard tours end,
and some relocate more frequently for schools and other assignments, we have
assumed that the allowance start procedure will be initiated for 35 percent of the
BAQ-drawing SMs each year. BAQ certification will be required for those same SMs.
Also, some will experience a change in family status during their tours of duty. For
these reasons, we have selected the slightly higher rate of 40 percent for the BAQ
certification process.

In the remainder of this appendix, we recapitulate the major processes to

estimate the time required for each participant to complete each step.

TIME ASSUMPTIONS

In our estimates of the time consumed and costs of the alternative systems, we

have allocated a component to the SM and the chain of command which, it turns out,

dominates the analysis. Some have said that these resources are "sunk costs": these
salaries are already paid for and should not be considered again. We considered these
resources to be "opportunity costs"; that is, the resources could be employed more

productively in training or other useful tasks. Time spent filling out redundant
forms contributes very little to the national defen-e.
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Current System

The baseline for our assessment is the current system. We assume that any

personal (that is, face to face) transaction would require at least 2 minutes of a clerk's

time. Relatively automated tasks, such as printing lists of SMs by the Personnel

Office, are assumed to consume an average of 1 minute per SM in planning,

coordination, computer time, and other execution tasks. Table D-2 shows our

assessment of the time demands of the current system.

TABLE D-2

ESTIMATE OF TIME - CURRENT SYSTEM

Parallel processing

(Minutes per transaction)

BAQ VHA VHA Total
tion starting tion surveys survey (man-hours)

P e s n n l O f i e t io n a c e t i fi c a ( m anou sgou r s )

Personnel Office 10 - 1 1 106,230

Finance Office 15 5 10 - 304,125

Housing Office 2 8 - 12 102.03

Sunk costs

Chain of 6 2 2 10 7 282,708
command

Service member 84 30 56 45 25 2,571,786

Totalburden) 801.863 269.858 1,182,233 959.494 154.204 3,367.652
(man-hours)

Forms 1 2 1 1 1 -

Based 0" 1.028 029 SMs dr-ng 82AQ

BAQ Certification

In order to certify BAQ eligibility, the SM must locate and duplicate copies of

required legal documents (20 minutes). After the SM receives an appointment

through the chain of command (2 minutes each), the SM takes those documents to the

Personnel Office (10 minutes' round trip) for verification (10 minutes each, after the

SM waits for 10 minutes). The SM then repeats the process through the Finance

Office, which must also substantiate the dependent information. In addition, the
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Finance Office must post those data to the SM's automated and manual local record

(5 minutes). The Housing Office reviews all records to ensure housing eligibility, but

that time is charged to the allowance start process. The chain of command and

Housing Office periodically verify BAQ eligibility (2 minutes each). Although BAQ

status is recorded on the VHA forms, each Service uses a separate personnel form as

the reference for BAQ eligibility transactions. We have not included the time to

complete the multitude of dependency determination forms that are appendices to the

BAQ eligibility form itself.

In order to limit the size and repetitiveness of the report, we have not displayed

the details of the time and cost calculations for every circumstance. However, to

demonstrate how the model works, we will explain the first column of Table D-2.

Personnel Office: 10 minutes interaction with the SM. Obviously, the

Personnel Office loses no time while the SM is waiting in line. We have not assessed

the time required to set the appointment time through the chain of command.

Housing Office: 2 minutes to verify BAQ eligibility - 1 minute, as noted

earlier for automated process, to produce and distribute the automated listings;

1 minute for the review and disposition.

Finance Office: 10 minutes dealing with the SM while in the office, 5 minutes

posting the data to the files and computer systems. Again, no charge is assessed for

setting the appointment.

Chain of command: 6 minutes for two appointments (one with Personnel, one

with Finance) and one review of the Housing-generated BAQ eligibility listing.

Service member:

Form preparation = 20 minutes
Personnel appointment = 2 minutes
Travel to/from Personnel = 10 minutes
Wait at Personnel = 10 minutes
Processing at Personnel = 10 minutes
Finance appointment = 2 minutes
Travel to/from Finance = 10 minutes
Wait at Finance = 10 minutes
Processing at Finance = Ominutes

Total = 84 minutes
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Other columns and other tables are developed in the same way.

VHA Starting

The SM obtains an appointment at the Housing Office (2 minutes), and travels

there (10 minutes' round trip and 10 minutes waiting). The SM has the necessary

information processed (we assign 8 minutes of an average 45-minute period to the

information specifically needed to process the allowance form). Although in some

cases the SM is required to return to his unit to get the proper forms, then go to

Finance, we ignore this cost because in some Services, forms are forwarded directly

from Housing to Finance. At the Finance Office, the forms are reviewed and filed in

the local record, and necessary transactions are initiated on the computer
(5 minutes). We ignore the demands on Finance and the chain of command when

newly arrived SMs fail to return to Finance within 60 days to update their VHA data.

Two forms are completed in this process: the Housing Application form and the

Service VHA form.

VHA Certification

The Personnel and Finance Offices develop a roster of personnel that must be

certified (1 minute each). The chain of command notifies the SM and assigns

appointments (2 minutes each). The SM collects and duplicates the required

documentation (25 minutes), travels to Finance (10 minutes, plus 10 minutes
waiting). The documentation is reviewed and processed at Finance (10 minutes).

Each Service uses its own form for this purpose.

VHA Surveys

The chain of command [this includes the Per Diem Committee and the Defense

Manpower Data Center (DMDC)] develops a list of personnel to be surveyed. The

chain of command then makes arrangements for the survey to be made. Including

the requirement for commander participation in the 1 percent sample, an estimate of

10 minutes per SM is conservative. The SM collects the required data (15 minutes, no

duplication required) and completes the survey (30 minutes, including

administrative overhead time). All Services use the same unique form for this

survey.

D-9
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Housing Survey

The Housing and Personnel Offices determine who will be surveyed (1 minute

each). Instructions are produced and relayed through the chain of command, which

administers the survey (4 minutes). The SM collects the necessary data (15 minutes)
and completes the survey (10 minutes, including overhead time). The Housing Office

reviews the results and conducts acceptability override inspections. These

inspections, while few in number, take considerable time. A conservative average of

11 minutes per SM is assigned to the Housing Office participation. The surveys are

then passed back through the chain to the Navy's Facilities Support Office (FACSO)
at Port Hueneme, CA, for data input, processing, review, and reporting (3 minutes,

charged to the chain of command rather than the housing function overhead). One
form, DD 1376, Housing Survey, is used for this purpose.

Single System Alternative

The primary benefit of the single system is that it requires the housing data to

be provided to one agency. Rather than requiring the SM to move from office to office

at a significant loss of time, the data can be transferred instead. We assume for the

purposes of this estimate that the data are entered into the Joint Uniform Military
Pay System (JUMPS). Table D-3 shows our estimate of the time demands imposed by

the single system alternative.

BAQ Certification

As it is done today, the SM obtains the necessary data and appointments. The

dependency claims must be substantiated through Finance as before, but the data are

transferred to personnel files electronically. This eliminates SM trips to Housing and
Finance. However, since the data will be provided annually as part of the

recertification processes, all BAQ data collection after initial inprocessing is assessed

as part of the annual recertification by increasing the time to process one

recertification case, and reducing the time required for periodic BAQ certification.

VHA Starting

This process is essentially unaltered. However, the Housing office would not be
required to collect any information, simply to annotate the SM's file or form with an
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TABLE D-3

ESTIMATE OF TIME - SINGLE SYSTEM

Finance based

(Minutes per transaction)

BAQ VHA VHA Totalcertifica- aertifica- VHA Housing burdena

tion tion surveys survey (man-hours)

Personnel Office 1 - - 6,854

Finance Office 1 5 25 1 1 485,744

Housing Office 1 2 - - 1 22,274

Chain of - 2 2 - - 46,261
command

Service member - 30 78 - 1 1,519,770

Totalburdena 20,561 233,877 1,799,051 17,134 10,280 2,080,902
(man-hours)

Forms 0 0 lb 0 0 -

a 8ased on 1,028,029 SMS drawing BAQ
b The form is a local worksheet form with no shipong and storage

assigned quarters number or a non-availability statement (2 minutes). A single, all-

purpose form would be used.

VHA Certification

The process is basically the same as today, except that BAQ and housing data
must be provided in addition to VHA data. This means that the SM incurs an
additional 10 minutes to collect additional documents and the processing time is
increased by 10 miutes to account for both forms of new data. This is the time offset
to the time saved in the BAQ process discussed above. However, there is no
requirement for data transfer between staff agencies. An all-purpose form would be

used.

VHA and Housing Surveys

The survey process would essentially be eliminated because all affected SMs
would provide the necessary information annually for their recertifications. There is
a small data collection activity required for the Housing Offices to support Per Diem
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Committee calculations, especially the Move-In Housing Allowance (MIHA). That
assessment is shown under the Housing Survey column because most SM'6 are not
involved in the MIHA data collection process. The OSD cost of processing the
information, however, remains essentially unchanged once the data are provided
from JUMPS to using activities; that cost, therefore, has been ignored in this entire

analysis.

Single Form Alternative

The single form parallel system has many of the advantages of the single-

system approach. However, it demands more time from the SM. Table D-4 shows our
estimate of the time demands for the single form alternative. We assume in this

tabulation chat nonpay data will be forwarded to the installation Housing and
Personnel Offices for necessary action prior to being sent to the designated data

processing agency.

TABLE D-4

ESTIMATE OF TIME - SINGLE FORM

Parallel system

(Minutes per transaction)

BAQ VHA Total
certifica- VHA certifica- VHA Housing burden a

tion starting tion surveys survey (man-hours)

Personnel Office 5 - 2 - 68,535

Finance Office 1 5 25 1 - 462.317

Housing Office 1 2 - - 1 22,274

Chain of - 2 2 - - 46,261
command

Service member - 30 78 - 1 1,519,770

Totalburden 47,975 233,877 1,833,318 17,134 6,854 2,139,157
(man-hours)

Forms 0 0 1 0 0 -

Rspd on 1 028,029 SMs draw-ng BAQ
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BAQ Certification

For this alternative, BAQ certification again becomes an integral component of

the annual VHA certification process. In this case, however, with separate data

systems, the Personnel Office would have to process dependent data manually
(5 minutes) once the form has been received from the Finance Office (1 minute).

VHA Starting

This process is the same as with the single Finance-based system since all
documentation would be presented at Finance.

VHA Certification

This process is the heart of both alternative approaches. In essence, the
certification process is identical to the single system certification: the SM brings in
all information to the Finance Office to be verified. In the single form process,
however, the non-JUMPS data are physically forwarded to the data input center
instead of being electronically transferred.

VHA and Housing Surveys

The data processing center receives data forms from the Finance Office (1
minute) as part of the annual allowance certification process. In this system, there is
no capability for override inspections. Because the non-Finance data is processed by
a separate activity, this alternative appears to be far less expensive in terms of time
burdens on the SM and the installation staff agencies than the single-system
alternative. However, this alternative does require the participation of a data input
center, which is not required in the single-system alternative.

COSTS

The conversion of time demands into costs is simple. Based on the salaries
assumed in Table D-1, a rate per minute of time is determined. The appropriate
overhead time is assessed by office type, and a factor is applied to adjust for the
frequency of occurrence of the process. The generic formula is:

Cost = Minutes per SM
X number of allowance-drawing SMs
X probability of process occurring during a year
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X cost per minute of time
* (1 + office overhead rate, if any).

In addition, the number of forms employed is converted into a cost by assessing

the cost to produce and ship the forms, then to prepare them for mass storage.

Finally, there is a cost of administering the current VHA survey; that is presently a

contract item, although essentially the same cost would be incurred if done in-house.

That cost would be replicated in the single-form alternative, because of the need for a

data entry center; it is not incurred in the single-system alternative.

The comparative costs of the three alternatives are presented in Tables D-5,

D-6, and D-7.

TABLE 0-5

ESTIMATE OF ANNUAL COST - CURRENT SYSTEM

Parallel processing

(SOOO)a

BAQ VHAcertifica- VHA ertfia- VHA Housing Total
tion starting tion surveys survey

Personnel Office 1,606 0 402 402 80 2.490

Finance Office 771 225 1.285 0 0 2,281

Housing Office 154 540 0 0 463 1,157

Chain of 386 112 321 1,956 225 3,000
command

Service member 5,397 1,687 8,995 7,228 803 24,110

Forms 24 48 24 24 24 146

Data input 0 0 0 0 0 250

Total 8,338 2,6 i 2 11,027 9,610 1,595 33,434

NOte: Numbers mav not e Qual totass because of rounding

Based on 1.028,029 SMsdrawng SAO
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TABLE D-6

ESTIMATE OF ANNUAL COST - SINGLE SYSTEM

Finance based

($000)a

BAQ VHA VHA
certifica- sta certifica- VHA Housing Total

tion starting tion surveys survey

Personnel Office 161 0 0 0 0 161

Finance Office 51 225 3.213 129 26 3,643

Housing Office 77 135 0 0 39 251

Chain of 0 112 321 0 0 434
command

Service member 0 1 687 12,529 0 32 14.248

Forms 0 0 12b 0 0 12

Data input 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 289 2,159 16.075 129 96 18,749

Note: Nunbers do not ^q.al totals in some :ases because Cf *oundinc

a Based on 1 028 029 SMsdraw-ng BQ

b This form s a IOal worksheet m-th no sh1opng arO storaqe

TABLE D-7

ESTIMATE OF ANNUAL COST - SINGLE FORM

Parallel systems

($000)a

BAQ VHA VHA
certifica- sta certifica- VHA Housing Total

tion starting tion surveys survey

Personnel Office 803 0 803 0 0 1,606

Finance Office 51 225 3,213 129 0 3,617

Housing Office 77 135 0 0 39 251

Chain of 0 112 321 0 0 434
command

Service member 0 1,687 12,529 0 32 14,248

Forms 0 0 24 0 0 24

Data input 0 0 0 0 0 250

Total 931 2,154 16,890 129 71 20,430

Mlt. Numbebrs do not oqual totals in some cases be(ause of founding

B Rast d on 1,028.029 SM% drawng BAQ
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